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Chapter 1: Introduction
Motivation:
Cooling is one of the most important technical challenges faced by a range of diverse
industries: microelectronics, optoelectronics, and, especially, power electronics [1-8].
This technology gap is the result of the higher frequencies and component densities of
today’s electronics and the higher currents and switching frequencies of new power
electronics. The advances in semiconductor materials and more precise fabrication
techniques have the unfortunate side effect of generating higher amounts of waste
heat within a smaller volume. Today, it is not unusual to see heat fluxes of 200
W/cm2 in a power module, a figure that is expected to increase over 1000 W/cm2 in
the near future. [1, 3-7]. Two ranges of heat flux can be loosely identified relative to
the magnitude of the heat dissipation and the type of coolant permissible in a
particular application. These are the high-flux range, with cooling heat flux
requirements on the order of 102-103 W/cm2, and the ultra-high-flux range, with heat
fluxes of 103-105W/cm2. How to dissipate such high heat flux with limited space
efficiently has become one of the challenging problems nowadays.

Thermal management of such high flux is the bottleneck of improvements in
electronics and power electronics. The need for higher capacity and more complex
cooling systems is limiting the full potential of the advances in electronics and power
electronics. One solution is the development of novel improved heat transfer systems
and their kernel components. One important component of these heat transfer systems
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that has received little attention is the cooling fluid used inside. The inherently poor
heat transfer properties of some of the coolants, lubricants, oils, and other heat
transfer fluids used in today’s thermal systems limit the capacity and compactness of
the heat exchangers that use these fluids. Therefore, there is an urgent need for
innovative heat transfer fluids with improved thermal properties over those currently
available.

In this study, it is intended to introduce some recent developments in another type of
engineered phase changeable heat transfer fluids, in which nanostructured elements
made of phase change materials (PCMs) are introduced to increase the effective heat
capacity of the base fluids [9-16]. This paper starts with the discussion on the
introduction of nanoemulsion fluids, which can be liquid-vapor PCM fluids or liquidsolid PCM fluids, depending on the phase transition behavior of dispersed phase [913, 15]. It is followed by discussion on characterizing their thermophysical and
boiling heat transfer properties. Both material synthesis and property characterization
of these nanostructured phase changeable fluids will be covered. In these fluids, the
phase changeable elements formed inside are typically smaller than 50nm in size, and
remain stable during phase transition.

This study is not intended to serve as a complete description of all phase changeable
fluids available for heat transfer applications. The selection of the coverage was
influenced by the research focus of the author and reflects his assessment of the field.

2

Approaches Currently Available
Improving transport processes
Lots of effort to improve heat removal capability has been devoted to improving
transport processes[17, 18] in the past, such as using single-phase convection in
small-diameter channels[19], single-and two-phase flow in porous media, and two
phase flow in microchannels. In order to achieve high heat flux cooling using singlephase convection, high inlet pressure is required to force the working liquid; and with
high heat flux, the temperature increase along the length of the microchannel is
significant. Both of these effects place stress on the chips.

Two-phase cooling

Due to the need of high-flux dissipation, two-phase cooling is also widely used. One
method of removing high heat flux density is to use immersion cooling, with phase
change of a dielectric liquid coolant on the chip surface. However, the most
significant problem is that the heat transfer fluid of choice: common heat transfer
fluids have inherently poor thermophysical properties and especially their phase
change properties[20, 21]: they either have too high saturation temperature or have
low saturation temperature, and usually have very low critical heat flux (CHF),
typically below 100W/cm2.

Similar to single-phase heat transfer, some improvement in CHF can be obtained
through the use of more complex geometries, such as arrays of micro-jets directed
into the microchannels[22]. However, changes in geometry alone produce only
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modest improvements in CHF; more significant improvements have been
demonstrated only by cooling the refrigerant to well below room temperature and by
allowing the surface temperature to exceed safe operation temperature.

Another constraint in using conventional heat transfer fluid is due to the stringent
material and electrical compatibility requirements in applications that prohibit the use
of water in direct contact with current-carrying components. It appears that none of
the approaches mentioned above can solve the demanding heat dissipation problem,
thus, innovative cooling solution is urgently needed. The most common heat transfer
fluids are listed here in Table 1.1. Among them, many successful heat transfer
solutions involve direct fluid contact or spray cooling using a dielectric fluid, such as,
Polyalphaolefin (PAO), a highly branched, compact, and very stable synthetic
hydrocarbon that offers exceptional heat transfer performance over a wide
temperature range.

Table 1.1 Common heat transfer fluids
Coolant

Aromatic
(DEB)
Silicate-ester(coolanol
25R)
Polyalphaolefin (PAO)
Silicone
Fluorocarbon
EG/Water
(50:50 v/v)
Ethanol/Water
40:60 (wt/wt)
PG/Water
50:50 v/v

Freezing
Temp
(oC)
<-80

Flash
Temp
(oC)
57

Viscosity
(Kg/m/s)

Specific
Heat
(J/kg/K)
1700

Density
(kg/m3)

0.001

Thermal
Conductivity
(W/m/k)
0.14

<-50

>175

0.009

0.132

1750

900

<-50
<-110
<-100
-37.8

>175
46
None
None

0.009
0.0014
0.0011
0.0038

0.137
0.11
0.06
0.37

2150
1600
1100
3285

770
850
1800
1087

-40

29

0.002

0.4

3560

935

-35

None

0.0064

0.36

3400

1062

4

860

Adding solid, highly conductive particles
Other approaches such as the strategy of adding solid, highly conductive particles to
improve thermal conductivity of fluids has been pursued since Maxwell’s theoretical
work was first published more than 100 years ago [23]. Early studies were confined
to millimeter or micrometer-sized solid particles dispersed in fluids. In the past
decade, researchers have focused on suspensions of nanometer-sized solid particles,
known as nanofluids [1-4, 8, 14, 24-63]. In general, the application of nanofluids in
heat transfer area focuses on three important directions: thermal conductivity[1, 2, 4,
24, 26, 28, 30, 37, 39, 52, 53, 64], convective heat transfer[1, 32, 38, 44, 58, 59, 64],
and boiling heat transfer[14, 34, 43, 44, 54, 56, 58, 59, 61]. Thermal conductivity, the
most important parameter responsible for enhanced heat transfer, has been
extensively studied. Many research reported a high thermal conductivity enhancement
with nanofluids, even in the case of very small particle volume fractions. Some of
them reported abnormal increase of thermal conductivity. Recent work from
International Nanofluid Property Benchmark Exercise (INPBE) started a benchmark
work on the thermal conductivity of nanofluids, and their data analysis reveals that
the thermal conductivity of nanofluids increase with particle concentration and aspect
ratio while the effective medium theory can well explain the experimental data; no
anomalous enhancement of thermal conductivity was achieved [4]. For convective
heat transfer, most of the study report enhancement in heat transfer rate in different
nanofluids. However, some inconsistent behavior were reported that the heat transfer
coefficient can be lower than base fluid under certain nanoparticle loading which
suggests that the particle shape or aspect ratio is an important factor to determine the
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thermal performance of nanofluids apart from the effective thermal conductivities[31,
32, 65]. Boiling heat transfer using nanofluids has also received lots of attention,
especially the peak heat flux or called critical heat flux. As the nanoparticles can
increase the thermal conductivity of base fluids, it is widely expected that the boiling
heat transfer would be enhanced as well. However, inconsistent experimental results
about boiling heat transfer coefficient of nanofluids were reported while the effect on
critical heat flux is more consistent. However, the results are later confirmed that the
CHF increase in nanofluids increased not due to the effect of the nanofluids but due
to the nanoparticle deposits on the heater surface [34, 43, 47, 66, 67]. Flow boiling is
becoming popular due to the emerging needs for high flux cooling of electronic
components. The main issue is the clogging problem if nanofluids are to be used in
microchannel systems; the surface deposition during two-phase flow is another
challenge [44, 54, 62]. So far, some deeper understanding of the mechanisms behind
the observed thermal properties of the nanofluids has been achieved but more
research is still needed [64, 68-70].

Liquid Mixture
A number of experimental studies of boiling dilute emulsions have been performed
by Bulanov and co-workers in the past 25 years [71-76]. Dilute emulsions are those in
which the low boiling point liquid is the dispersed component and makes up less than
5% of the mixture by volume. They found that very high degrees of superheat are
necessary to cause of dispersed component, similar to the findings of Mori et al.[77],
and they reason that this is because droplets, not in contact with the heated surface,
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must undergo spontaneous nucleation. They also show evidence for a boiling mode
that they call chain activation of nucleation sites, in which, the explosive boiling of
one highly–superheated droplets causes nearby droplets to boil as well. Early
experimental studies by Bulanov et al.[71, 72] found that boiling dilute emulsions
have several favorable characteristics. In these studies the low-boiling–point liquid is
water, and is dispersed in oil that has high saturation temperature. In both pool and
flow boiling it is found that the heat transfer coefficient is always higher for the
emulsion than for the pure oil. However, one unfavorable characteristic identified in
dilute emulsion boiling is the high degree of superheat required to initiate boiling of
the dispersed component, often 60oC or more. This suggests that the suddenness of
the boiling of highly-superheated droplets is essential to the heat transfer
improvement, possibly because this action causes turbulence in the surrounding
liquid. He has developed some model of boiling dilute emulsions based on these
experimental results to explain the nucleation process but there are some
contradictory assumptions regarding to the temperature profile in the thermal
boundary layer and no satisfactory explanation available yet.

Very high degrees of superheat are necessary to cause the nucleation of dispersed
component. In both pool and flow boiling, it is found that the heat transfer coefficient
is always higher for the emulsion than for the pure oil. Roesle et al tried liquids of
different low-boiling points to lower the nucleation temperature of emulsion
system[78]. Their FC72-in-Water dilute emulsion shows lower convective heat
transfer coefficient and high superheat to initiate boiling as well. For the pentane-in-
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water emulsion, similar trend is observed.[71-76] However, there is yet no detailed
understanding of how the boiling process occurs, and the experimental data in the
literature is quite limited. Another major hindrance to understanding the behavior of
boiling emulsions is their opaque nature, which makes visual observation of the
boiling emulsion very difficult.

Proposed Approaches
Most research on thermal fluids to date has focused on how to increase
thermal conductivity. Our study will introduce the concept of using PCM particles to
increase the effective heat capacity of thermal fluids. Both the heat capacity and
thermal conductivity of the fluids strongly influence the heat transfer coefficient. For
example, for a fully-developed turbulent flow of a single-phase fluid, the convective
heat transfer coefficient, h, can be described in terms of thermal conductivity, kf, and
0.4
specific heat, Cf, as h ∝ k 0.6
[79]. If the particles are made of PCMs, the effective
f Cf

specific heat of the PCM fluid will be increased by a factor of 1 +

α ⋅ H PCM
∆T ⋅ C f

, where α

is the weight fraction of the PCM particles in the fluid, HPCM is the latent heat of
fusion of the PCM per unit mass, and ∆T is the temperature difference between the
heat transfer surface and the bulk fluid.

For example, a 5% mass fraction of

hexadecane (melting point, 291 K) may enhance the effective heat capacity of FC-72
by up to 100% at ∆T=10 K, according to our preliminary calculation. Therefore, the
use of PCMs as the dispersed particles will be able to boost the thermal properties of
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thermal fluids much more significantly than non-PCM particles at the same volume
fraction.
Current PCMs available for thermal fluid application can be divided into two
main

categories:

solid-liquid

transition

and

liquid-vapor

transition.

The

thermophysical properties of state-of-the-art PCMs with potential use in thermal
fluids are listed in Table 1.2. Liquid-vapor phase change materials, such as ethanol
and water, have a much larger latent heat, but a condenser is needed for condensation
of vapor. Solid-liquid phase change materials have small volume change during phase
transition, and therefore the suspension of solid-liquid phase change particles can be
used in the thermal management system designed for single phase fluids.

Table1.2: PCMs with potential use in thermal fluids. [80, 81]
Category

SolidLiquid

LiquidVapor

Compound Name

Phase Change
Point (oC)

Thermal Conductivity
(W/mK)

Latent Heat
(J/g)

Water

0

0.6 (liquid)

334

Myristic Acid +
Capric
CaCl2.6H2O

24

0.15 (liquid)

147

29

0.56 (liquid)

192

Na2SO4.10H2O

32

0.54 (liquid)

251

Paraffin C17

22

0.15 (liquid)

215

Paraffin C18

28

0.15 (liquid)

245

Paraffin C19

32

0.15 (liquid)

222

Capric Acid

32

0.15 (liquid)

152

Zn(NO3)2.6H2O

36

0.47 (liquid)

147

Indium

157

82 (solid)

29

FC-72
ethanol

56
78

0.06(liquid)
0.2 (liquid)

88
855

water

100

0.6 (liquid)

2260
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Nanoemulsion fluids are now developed to overcome barriers of state-of-the-art heat
transfer fluids via adding liquid nanodroplets inside to elevate the heat transfer
capability of conventional heat transfer fluids [9, 10, 13, 15]. In which nano elements
made of phase change materials (PCMs) are introduced to increase the effective heat
capacity of the base fluid. The added liquid forms liquid nanodroplets (typically
measure less than 100 nm in length) by self-assembly without the need of external
shear induced rupturing and are thermodynamically stable. This innovative system is
designed to have superior thermophysical properties, and especially, higher heat
transfer capability with higher heat dissipation limit and wider operation temperature
range. Nanoemulsion fluids are also expected to bring forth a novel solution to the
alarmingly increased heat dissipation demands with high adaptability in multi-scale
cooling devices.

Here, based on most widely used applications, the following PCM heat transfer fluids
are chosen as the candidate for the base fluids for nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids
development:
1. PAO are hydrocarbons of paraffinic and iso-paraffinic type (including
mineral oils) used in a variety of direct cooling of electronics parts as well as in
cooling transformers. Many petroleum based aliphatic compounds meet the Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
criteria for incidental food contact. These petroleum-based fluids do not form
hazardous degradation byproducts. Most of these fluids have a non-discernible odor
and are nontoxic in case of contact with skin or ingestion. PAO-based fluids have
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replaced the silicate-ester fluids in a variety of military electronics (and avionics) and
cooling applications in the last decade.
2. Fluorocarbons are Fluorinated compounds such as perfluorocarbons (i.e.,
FC-72, FC-77) hydrofluoroethers (HFE) and perfluorocarbon ethers (PFE) have
certain unique properties and can be used in contact with the electronics. These fluids
are non-combustible and non-toxic.
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Chapter 2: Fundamentals of the nanoemulsion fluids
Definition of nanoemulsion fluids\
One fluid is dispersed into another immiscible fluid as self-assembled nanodroplets to
create a “nanoemulsion fluid”, which differs fundamentally in boiling from bulk
fluids and conventional emulsion [9, 10]. Those nanodroplets are reverse micelles
swollen with added fluid and stabilized by the surfactant molecules. Nanoemulsion
fluids are part of a broad class of multiphase colloidal dispersions. Some
nanoemulsion fluids can be spontaneously generated by self-assembly without the
need of external shear and are suited for thermal management applications [82-93].
Table 2.2 is the comparison between self-assembled nanoemulsion fluids and
conventional emulsions.

Table 2.2: Comparison of nanoemulsion fluids and emulsions
No

Property

Nanoemulsion fluids

Emulsion

1

Appearance

Transparent

Turbid

2
3

Interfacial tension
Droplet size

Ultra low (usually <<1 mN/m)
<50 nm

low
>500nm

4

Stability

Thermodynamically stable, long shelf-life

Thermodynamically unstable

5

Preparation

Self-assembly

Need of external shear

6

Viscosity

Newtonian

Non-Newtonian

It is clear from Table 2.2 that the nanoemulsion fluids outshine the emulsion in multi
aspects which makes them a good candidate for heat transfer applications.
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Surfactants
Introduction
Surfactant is a generic term for a surface-active agent, which literally means active at
a surface and is used here to help the formation of nanoemulsion fluids. It is
fundamentally characterized by its tendency to adsorb at surfaces and interfaces when
added in low concentrations to an aqueous system. Surfactants have a unique longchain molecular structure that is composed of a hydrophilic head and a hydrophobic
tail as illustrated in Fig. 2.1. They have a natural tendency to adsorb at the liquidvapor interface with their polar head oriented towards the aqueous solution and the
hydrocarbon tail directed towards the vapor. Based on the nature of the hydrophilic
part of the molecule, which is ionizable, polar, and polarizable, surfactants are
generally categorized as anionics, nonionics, cationics, and zwitterzionics[92].

Hydrophilic (polar) head

Hydrophobic (non-polar) tail
Fig. 2.1 Schematic illustration of the structure of a surfactant molecule
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Surface tension and micelles
Surfactant additives in aqueous solutions naturally tend to diffuse towards the vaporliquid interface and subsequently get adsorbed on it. Depending upon their chemistry
(ionic and molecular structure) and orientation at the interface, some desorption may
also occur. The primary effect of the surfactant adsorption-desorption process at the
vapor-liquid interface is to reduce the surface tension of the solution. This entire
process is time-dependent and it manifests in a dynamic surface tension behavior at
an evolving vapor-liquid interface (as in ebullience), which eventually reduces to an
equilibrium value after a long time span.

Surface tension reduction of an aqueous solution decreases continually with
increasing concentrations till the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is reached, at
which point the surfactant molecules cluster together to form micelles. All surfactants
in their solutions show significant changes in adsorption behavior at or around their
respective CMC. The CMC is characterized by micelle formation, or micellization,
which is the property of surface-active solutes that leads to the formation of colloidsized clusters at particular concentration; additives form aggregates in the bulk phase
or a surfactant cluster in solution that are termed micelles. Different shapes and sizes
of micelles exist depending upon the surfactant type and its packing, concentration,
solution temperature, pressure of other ions, water-soluble organic compounds in the
solution, and typical micelles are shown in Fig. 2.2. However, the micelle is a
dynamic entity and its structure and shape can change with time. Further aggregation
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above a certain temperature, referred to as the cloud point, leads to the separation of
the liquid phase that gives the solution a turbid appearance.

Figure 2.2 Different structures inside micelle systems[92]

Formation of nanoemulsion fluids
Self-assembled nanoemulsion fluids are thermodynamically stable, and the formation
of these fluids can be explained using thermodynamic theory [84-88, 91, 93-95]. The
nanoemulsion fluid consists of one oil phase, one water phase, and certain surfactants.
The adding of surfactant lowers the surface tension of the oil–water interface, and the
change in entropy of the system is given by Equation 2.1,
DG=
σ DA − T ⋅ DS
f

(2.1)

where DG f is the free energy of formation, σ is the surface tension of the oil–water
interface, DA is the change in interfacial area on nanoemulsification, DS is the
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change in entropy of the system which is effectively the dispersion entropy, and T is
the temperature. The change in DA is very large due to the large number of nanosized
droplets in the nanoemulsion fluids. However, the interfacial tension γ is very small
(usually <<1 mN/m), and therefore the increase in the surface energy, γ DA could be

small. On the other hand, the entropy arising from the mixing could be very large.
The favorable entropic contributions also arise from dynamic processes such as
surfactant diffusion in the interfacial layer and monomer-micelle surfactant exchange.
So, the entropy of mixing can be large enough to compensate for the positive
interfacial free energy and to give the nanoemulsion system a free energy lower than
that of the unmixed components. Self-assembled nanoemulsion fluids can be formed
via self-assembly, and are in fact thermodynamically stable.
Nucleate Boiling Basics
Thermal management solutions
Figure 2.3 provides a graphical representation of the variation of required temperature
difference with surface heat flux for a variety heat transfer conditions and cooling
fluids. The figure suggests that for a maximum available temperature difference of
40K, natural convection and forced convection air cooling are only effective for
removing heat fluxes up to approximately 0.5kW/m2 and 2.5kW/m2, respectively.
Despite this fact, air cooling dominated microprocessor thermal management schemes
in the 1990s, but only through the aggressive exploitation of high density extended
surfaces and various heat spreading and air handling techniques.
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Figure 2.3 Variation of achievable surface heat flux with available temperature difference for various
heat transfer modes ad fluids [96]

Boiling Heat Transfer
The definition of the heat transfer coefficient ℎ = 𝑞𝑞/∆𝑇𝑇 may be rearranged to

explicitly state the relationship between temperature difference and heat flux shown
in Figure 2.4.

Thus, the steep slope of the boiling band in Figure 2.4 indicates heat transfer
coefficients significantly higher than those typically achievable with single phase
convective cooling. Even though boiling heat transfer can provide for the removal of
a large range of heat fluxes over a small temperature range, there are limits to its
applicability and effectiveness which must be considered in the design of passive,
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immersion cooled systems. The boiling curve of Fig.2.4, discussed in detail in the
following subsections, shows the relationship between heat flux and superheated
surfaces that is typically observed in heat flux controlled heat transfer from a surface

Heat Flux q (W/m2)

immersed in an, otherwise, quiescent pool of liquid.

Wall superheat (Twall-Tsat) (oC)
Figure 2.4 Typical pool boiling curve

Single Phase Natural Convection and the onset of nucleate boiling
The portion of curve between points A and B in figure 2.4 represents single
convection. Characterized by the relatively low q” vs ∆𝑇𝑇 slope. Point B represents the
onset of nucleate boiling where the surface temperature is high enough to begin

bubble nucleation. Once one bubble is generated, it may trigger other nucleation sites,
and many more bubbles immediately follow. When this happens, the surface cools
very quickly, and its temperature drops very rapidly to point C.

Once nucleate boiling has been established where bubbles are generated at and
emanate from distinct nucleation sites on the surface. Boiling may be sustained below
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point C until the boiling heat transfer rate approaches the single phase convection
rate, and the last nucleation sites that make this possible. Rough surfaces with
nucleation sites that require little superheat to create a bubble embryo, or those that
already contain a minute pocket of trapped gas that can serve as a bubble as a bubble
embryo, may show little or no difference between the increasing and decreasing heat
flux curves. In general, the required temperature difference between points B and C
required to initiate nucleation is highly statistical in nature but may as high as 30oC
for high wetting liquids and highly polished surfaces.

Fully developed nucleate boiling
The portion of the curve between point C and D in Fig 2.4 represents the nucleate
boiling regime. The steep slope in this region illustrates the high heat transfer
coefficients associated with nucleate boiling. Significant increases in heat flux maybe
obtained with very modest increases in temperature. This steep slope is why the
nucleate boiling regime is of prime interest in electrics cooling applications.
Despite its highly non-linear temperature dependence, nucleate boiling often
correlated as a linear function of superheat via a temperature dependent boiling heat
transfer coefficient
𝑄𝑄𝑏𝑏 = ℎ𝑏𝑏 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 )

(2.2)

Recognizing the heat transfer contribution of bubbles agitating the liquid and drafting
hot liquid away from a boiling surface. Rohsenow defined a bubble Reynolds number
and bubble Nusselt number and developed a correlation for saturated nucleate pool
boiling that may be expressed in the form
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(2.3)

With fluid properties evaluated at the saturation temperature. The constant 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 has

been interpreted as reflecting the influence of cavity size distribution on bubble
generation for a given fluid/surface combination, and includes the effect of contact
angle. It is also assumed to be independent of pressure and is not included in the
Rohsenhow correlation due to a lack of data. For the experimental data on which the
equation was based, s was found to range from 0.8 to 2.0 but was centered on a value
of 1.7 for “clean” surfaces. The parameter r may fall between 1/5 and ½ but is often
taken to equal a value of 1/3, following the Rohsenow derivation. In practice, all three
parameters may be determined empirically to best fit the data. While the literature
contains many studies about evaluating the boiling equation for a wide variety of
fluids and surfaces, no unifying or predictive trends for these constants have been
identified as of yet. Note that s and 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 appear only once in the equation and they

appear together with s as the exponent of Prandtl number with 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 multiplying it.

However, while the Prandtl number may be expected to vary with pressure, 𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is
assumed to be independent of pressure. In the absence of data spanning a range of
pressures, a value of s=1.7 may be assumed.
Critical heat flux
As the nucleate boiling process continues to higher and higher heat fluxes and
approaches point E in Fig. 2.4, an increasing amount of vapor is being generated, and
it becomes difficult for fresh liquid to reach the surface. Point E represents the critical
heat flux, where the large volume of generated vapor presents fresh liquid from
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replenishing the supply at the surface. As a result, the surface becomes blanked by a
thin layer of vapor and increases greatly in temperature (point D to E). The region of
the curve that passes point E represents the film boiling regime, where the dominant
modes of heat transfer are conduction and radiation across the vapor blanket. If the
surface temperatures drop below Leindenfrost point, the vapor blanket becomes
unstable, breaks up and the liquid is allowed to come in contact with the surface to
reinitiate the nucleate boiling process (point h).

As the temperature excursion from points E in Fig. 2.4 can be on the order of 100oC
or more, electronics cooling applications are most often restricted to the single phase
and nucleate boiling regimes, with CHF as an absolute upper limit. Therefore, in
order to take advantage of the high heat transfer coefficients associated with nucleate
boiling, it is necessary to stay below the CHF limit of a given system to prevent
catastrophic failure. The well-known Kutateladze-Zuber CHF relation was developed
for saturated pool boiling on large, thick, upward-facing horizontal plates.[97]
"
𝑞𝑞𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
=

𝜋𝜋

ℎ �𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 [𝜎𝜎𝑓𝑓 𝑔𝑔�𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓
24 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

− 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 �]1/4 )

(2.4)

The Zuber analytical treatment considered the Taylor instability criterion for
coalesced bubble vapor columns and defined CHF as occurring when the liquidbubble interface becomes unstable. More recent research has suggested that, for
horizontal heaters, lateral bubble coalescence creates dry patches on the surface that
eventually reach the Leidenfrost temperature and cause CHF. Mudawar derived an
interfacial lift-off model for CHF on vertical surfaces based on an analysis of KelvinHelmholtz waves. Their resulting equation is identical in form to Eq 2.4, despite
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being based on a different mechanism. Regardless of its derivation, equation 2.4
remains relatively accurate and in particular, captures the effect of pressure on CHF.

Spontaneous nucleation
Spontaneous nucleation refers to the formation of vapor nuclei in a superheated liquid
independent of nucleation sites on a solid surface. There are two approaches used to
predict the degree of superheat necessary to cause spontaneous nucleation. One
approach is based on the mechanical stability of a fluid defined by an appropriate
equation of state. The other approach considers the microscopic density fluctuations
present in fluids, predicted by statistical mechanics.

Spontaneous nucleation generally does not occur in engineering practice because
boiling will occur at nucleation sites on a heated solid surface well before the liquid
becomes sufficiently superheated to cause spontaneous nucleation. The conditions
necessary for spontaneous nucleation are discussed in the following sections.
Experimental results are generally in good agreement with the theoretical prediction
of the limits of superheat.

Thermodynamic limit of superheat can be predicted for a Van der Waals fluid. In Fig
2.5, curve ABCDEF represents an isotherm for a Van der Waals fluid with
temperatures less than the critical temperature. The curve ABEF represents an
isotherm as is commonly taught in engineering thermodynamics, where the straight
BE represents a saturated mixture.
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Consider the behavior of a Van der Waals fluid as it is slowly expanded isothermally
from a compressed liquid state. The fluid will proceed along the curve shown in Fig
2.5 to state B, where it is saturated liquid. If the liquid expands further, the expected
behavior is for nucleation sites to become active on the walls of the vessel containing
the fluild. The fluid will then become a saturated mixture and follow the line BE. If
no nucleation sites are present, however, the liquid will instead continue along the
Van der Waals curve towards state C, entering the meta-stable liquid state. This
process can continue only up to state C. It is impossible for a Van der Waals fluid to
exist in stable equilibrium between state C and D because dP/dV>0. State C therefore
represents the thermodynamics limit of superheat.

Fig. 2.5 Isotherm curve of the liquid

This approach is not limited to Van der Waals fluids: any fluid that exhibits a “Van
der Waals loop” will have a meta-stable liquid state with an upper bound where the
slope of the P-v curve crosses through zero. In fact, for most fluids the
thermodynamic limit of superheat predicted using the Van der Waals equation of state
is a bit too low when compared to experimental results. Other equations of state give
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more accurate results, although, there is some difficulty in accurately modeling the
state of meta-stable fluids using data from the stable liquid and vapor regions. The
kinetic limit of superheat is found by considering the density fluctuations that occur
in all fluids. In liquids, these density fluctuations take the form of microscopic vapor
bubbles.

Nucleate boiling is suppressed in a number of ways, including, using glass capillary
tubes, pulsed heating, and the floating droplet method. A drawn and annealed glass
capillary tube has an exceptionally smooth surface that contains few, if any,
nucleation sites. Large degrees of superheat were first studied using this method. In
the pulsed heating method an electrical heating elements (such as a fine wire or a film
heater) is immersed in the liquid under study. A pulse of electrical current applied to
the heater causes the surface temperature to rise rapidly at a rate of 107 c/s or more.
Both nucleate boiling and spontaneous nucleation occur on the heater surface in the
first several tens of microseconds, but the time scale is so short that the nucleate
boiling does not dominate and spontaneous nucleation may be observed. This
temperature allows observation of higher nucleation rates than other methods,
although the short time scales involved make observation and measurement of the
phenomenon challenging. The final technique, the floating droplet method uses
conditions most similar to those found in dilute emulsions.

One of the first uses of the floating droplet method was by Moore. Moore created
droplets of Freon-12 in water in a heated test chamber held at high pressure, and then
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superheated them by slowly reducing the pressure in the chamber while holding
temperature constant.

Nucleate Boiling inside Nanoemulsion Heat transfer fluids
Brief Introduction
As the nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids a complex colloid system which includes
multi components and internal exchange processes. It makes the study of nucleate
boiling processes inside these fluids even more difficult. So based on others’ previous
work on different colloid systems, we have summarized the following possible
mechanism inside the nanoemulsion fluids during nucleate boiling.

Surface Wetting Effects on Nucleate Boiling
Surface wettability is very important in nucleate boiling process. It generally refers to
the manifestation of the molecular interactions between liquids and solids in direct
contact at the interface, and is generally reflected in the contact angles. In multiphase
heat transfer, the nature and dynamics of surface liquid-solid contact often plays a
dominant role.

The liquid-solid system can be either completely wetting, or have different degrees of
wetting, or be complete non-wetting as schematically illustrated in Fig 2.6.
Knowledge of the intermolecular interactions, both within the liquids, and across the
liquid-vapor and liquid-solid interfaces, is an important part of charactering surface
wettability or contact angle. When a drop of liquid is placed on solid substance, it
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may spread so as to increase the liquid-solid and liquid-gas interfacial areas.
Simultaneously, the solid-gas interfacial area decreases and the contact angle theta
between the drop and solid is reduced. The value of theta can be seen as a measure of
the balance between the tendency of the drop to spread so as to cover the solid surface
and to contract in order to minimize its own surface area.

The degree of spreading is governed by the surface tension of the liquid 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 , the

surface tension of the solid 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , and the interfacial tension of the liquid and the solid
𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 . These forces essentially represent the liquid-gas, solid-gas, and solid-liquid

interfacial tensions; and their interactions are depicted in Fig. 2.6.

Fig. 2.6 Liquid-Vapor Surface Tension Diagram

The surface free energy of the solid 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 tends to spread the drop, i.e., to shift the three

phase point forward or along the surface. Thus, spreading is generally favored on
high energy surfaces. The interfacial tension 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 and the horizontal component of the

surface tension force 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 act in the opposite direction. At equilibrium state, the
resultant force is thus zero and this expression is very well known as Young’s
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equation and has become the basis for understanding the phenomenon of contact
angle or surface wetting on solid surfaces.

The phenomenological modeling of mechanisms for heat and fluid transport in
nucleate boiling is still not completely developed, and is the subject of much study.
One reason for this is the complexity of interfacial contact at the surface, which is
affected by intermolecular forces. Given that the primary heat transfer is by
evaporation and its efficiency is directly related to nucleation site density and bubble
dynamics, surface wetting becomes an important predictor. To characterize the interrelationship, insights are often obtained from a visual observation of the ebullience.

As a critical determinant of nucleate boiling, active nucleation site density is found to
be a function of wettability and heat flux, and it directly accounts for the energy
transfer by ebullience at the heater surface [98-101] have systematically studied the
effect of pure liquid wettability on the active nucleation site density and onset of
nucleate boiling (ONB) in pool boiling. They have correlated their data for active site
density as a function of the wall superheat and contact angle, and pointed out that the
fraction of the nucleated cavities decreases as the wettability of the surface increases.
The wettability of the surface in their collective work was changed by controlling the
degree of oxidation of the heater surface.
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Nucleate Pool Boiling with Surfactants
Another interesting effect of surfactant is that small amounts of surfactant additives in
water tend to change and enhance the boiling heat transfer in water by essentially
modifying nucleation and the concomitant bubble dynamics. The importance of
surfactant-enhanced boiling heat transfer has been widely recognized, and many
studies have investigated the pool boiling behavior in aqueous surfactant solutions
under atmospheric conditions. A recent review of this body of work was provided
[102].

Boiling with surfactant additives is a very complex process. Besides the effects of
heater geometry, its surface characteristics and wall heat flux level, the bulk
concentration of additive, surfactant chemistry (ionic nature and molecular weight),
dynamic surface tension of the solution, surface wetting and nucleation cavity
distribution, marangoni convection, surfactant adsorption and desorption, and
foaming are some of the factors that appear to have a significant influence [103-106].

Also, the bubble dynamics (inception and gestation → growth → departure) has been
found to be considerably altered with reduced departure diameters, increased
frequencies, and decreased coalescence [104]. A direct correlation of the heat transfer
with suitable descriptive parameters for all of these effects, however, remains elusive
because of the complicated nature of the problem.
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A variety of different predictive parameters and mechanisms have been proposed to
describe the complex phase-change process, but much of the focus has been on the
effect of reduced interfacial tension. Because of the highly dynamic nature of the
nucleate boiling, typically in the range of 0-100 ms [107], the dynamic surface
tension of the aqueous surfactant solution instead of the equilibrium surface tension
has been proposed as a predicator of the nucleate boiling process [106]. Furthermore,
the addition of a small amount of surfactant to water, not only changes the liquidvapor interfacial behavior, but, more importantly, it also alters the solid-liquid
interfacial characteristics. All the factors related to surface wettability thus get
affected; including one of the most important ones in nucleate boiling - active
nucleation density.

The wetting of aqueous surfactant solutions is further found to be influenced by the
additive’s chemical structure. The presence of the ethoxy or ethylene oxide (EO)
group in its molecular-chain, in particular, increases the overall size of the polar head
and makes the surfactant more hydrophilic[108]. This increases surface wettability
due to the adsorption of surfactant molecules on the solid surface. The concomitant
influence on the active nucleation site density and dynamic contact angle should
therefore be taken into consideration in characterizing nucleate boiling of aqueous
surfactant solutions.
Nucleate Pool Boiling with Polymers
Thermal processing of fluid media to produce biochemical, pharmaceutical, personal
care, and hygiene products is a very complex heat transfer problem. For nucleation
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inside aqueous solution with polymers, a variety of factors play a role, and they
include the type of polymer, its molecular weight and concentration, solution
rheology and interfacial properties (surface tension and wettability), heated surface
geometry, and heat flux levels among others.

Several studies have investigated nucleate pool boiling characteristics of polymeric
solutions under atmospheric conditions. In one of the earliest studies on the effects of
polymer additives on boiling of water on a plate heater, they [109] found the heat
transfer to be enhanced in HEC-H and PA-10 solutions. While both additives make
the solution more viscous with a shear-thinning flow behavior, HECH has surfaceactive properties as well (i.e., it reduces surface tension of the solution appreciably)
and a lower molecular weight (M = 2×105); for PA-10, M = 106. The combined
effects of nucleation site density and solution concentration on boiling are reported.
Appreciable enhancement was observed in aqueous HEC solution on a 600 grit
roughened surface, whereas no apparent enhancement was observed for the same
solution on a much smoother surface. The experimental data, however, indicate
deterioration in boiling heat transfer for very dilute aqueous polymeric solutions
when compared to that of pure water.

The changed boiling heat transfer in polymer solutions is also displayed in a
markedly different bubbling behavior (shape and size of bubbles, their growth rate,
foaming, and nucleation frequency, etc.) compared to that of pure water [110].
Bubbles of smaller sizes and regular shapes are released from the heater with higher
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frequencies than seen in pure water, and they rise in a more orderly fashion. Adjacent
bubbles tend to coalesce less due to the effects of normal stresses and longitudinal
viscosity in thin films formed between them. They also suggest that the change in the
wetting angle along with a reduction in surface tension for HEC-H solutions account
for the observed decrease in bubble sizes. The changes in the interfacial characteristic
are perhaps a direct consequence of the molecular adsorption dynamics of the
additive.

Polymers are typically large molecules, macromolecules, or agglomerates of smaller
chemical units called monomers, and are broadly classified as biological or
nonbiological macromolecules. Their addition in water primarily increases the
solution viscosity, which tends to increase with concentration as well as the molecular
weight of the polymer, and often, display a shear-rate dependent shear-thinning
rheology. With the exception of some surface-active polymers (or polymeric
surfactants) such as hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) and polyethylene oxide (PEO),
most polymeric solutions do not show any significant change in surface tension σ.
The viscosity of the polymer solution, however, can influence σ measurements
considerably, especially at higher viscosity and bubble frequency [105, 111].

The reduced surface tension in solution of surface-active agents is largely brought
about by the molecular adsorption of the additives to the vapor-liquid interface. The
time scales of this process vary from order of seconds to minutes depending upon the
polymer chemistry and its concentration in solution, which is possibly due to the slow
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processes of diffusion transport of polymer molecules to the interface and their
subsequent reorientation [112]. This dynamic adsorption process, along with time
scales of 10-100 ms for boiling bubble dynamics in water [107], thus results in a
rather complex interfacial behavior that significantly alters the nucleate pool boiling
in polymeric solutions
Scope of Study
As stated previously, developing and characterizing the heat transfer properties of
these novel nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids is not only important in revolutionizing
the heat transfer properties of conventional heat transfer fluids, but also in providing
novel heat transfer approaches to meet the demanding ultra-high heat flux dissipation
needs. The presence of phase-changeable nanodroplets inside base heat transfer
fluids changes the thermophysical properties of the base fluids and especially, their
phase change heat transfer capability. This, however, along with fluid rheology
change and the complex nature of nucleate boiling, results in a complex two-phase
problem, which is investigated in this dissertation. The primary scope of this study
addressing the many facets of the problem is summarized in the following:
1. Development of nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids with greatly enhanced thermal
properties including thermal conductivity and phase change heat transfer coefficient
for high heat flux electronic cooling
2. Characterization of the inner structure of the prepared nanoemulsion heat transfer
fluids using small angle neutron scattering technique
3. Thermal conductivity and Rheology measurement and characterization of the
prepared nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids
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4. Pool and flow boiling heat transfer study to help understand the unique phase
change heat transfer characteristics inside these nanoemulsion fluids
5. Visualization and recording of nucleate pool boiling inside nanoemulsion heat
transfer fluids in order to qualitatively study the nucleation process and ebullience
6. Numerical simulation and modeling of the thermal transport process of
nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids
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Chapter 3: Preparation and Characterization Methods for
Nanoemulsion Fluids
Preparation of nanoemulsion fluids
There are mainly two approaches to prepare nanoemulsion fluids: the spontaneous
emulsification method and the phase inversion method[93]. Figure 3.1 shows the
typical phase behavior diagram of a ternary system that contains two immiscible socalled oil and water phases and an amphiphilic surfactant component. The term
“water” refers to a polar phase while “oil” is used for an apolar organic phase. When
a system has a composition that lies in the shaded areas, a nanoemulsion fluid, either
oil-in-water or water-in-oil, can be formed via self-assembly[92, 113].

S
Surfactant

Oil in Water
nanoemulsion

W
Water

bicontinuous
region

poly-phasic
region

Water in Oil
nanoemulsion

O
Oil

Fig. 3.1: Schematic phase diagram of a water-oil-surfactant ternary system. The
shaded areas are regions where self-assembled nanoemulsion fluids are found.

Phase inversion of nanoemulsion fluids occurs upon addition of excesses of the
dispersed phase or in response to temperature. This method makes use of changing
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the spontaneous curvature of the surfactant layer. For non-ionic surfactants, this can
be achieved by changing the temperature of the system, forcing a transition from an
oil-in-water nanoemulsion at low temperatures to a water-in-oil nanoemulsion at
higher temperatures (transitional phase inversion). During cooling, the system crosses
a point of zero spontaneous curvature and minimal surface tension, promoting the
formation of finely dispersed oil droplets.

Nanoemulsion fluids prepared

As a widely used heat transfer fluid with poor thermal properties, PAO based
nanoemulsion fluids are mainly developed and investigated here. Meanwhile, another
popular dielectric heat transfer fluids: Fluorocarbon based fluid mixture is also
investigated here.

The nanoemulsion fluids developed are listed below:
Nanoemulsion Sample group 1
fluids
FC72/FC40
mixture*
Ethanol-in-PAO
PAO based
Nanoemulsion
fluids

Sample group 2

Water-in-PAO
Nanoemulsion fluids

*: is not nanoemulsion fluids but listed here for summary

The two groups of PAO-based nanoemulsion samples all belong to the “Water”-in“Oil” microemulsion where the PAO is used as the oil phase of the microemulsion
system and one ionic surfactant is used as the surfactants to form stable “water-in-oil”
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nanoemulsion system. The Fluorocarbon based fluids are FC72 simple mixture with
FC40 fluid and they are miscible to each other.

The Figure 3.2 shows the picture of water-in-PAO nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids
prepared:

Tyndall
Effect

Bottle “B”

Bottle “A”

Fig. 3.2: Pictures of water/PAO nanoemulsion fluids (Bottle A) and pure PAO (Bottle
B). Liquids in both bottles are transparent. The Tyndall effect (i.e. a light beam
can be seen when viewed from the side) can be observed only in Bottle A when
a laser beam is projected through Bottles A and B.

The Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion is also shown here for comparison. It
looks transparent and of no color too.
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Laser

Tyndall effect
Bottle B

Bottle A

Figure 3.3 Pictures of Ethanol/PAO nanoemulsion fluids (Bottle A) and pure PAO
(Bottle B). Liquids in both bottles are transparent. The Tyndall effect (i.e. a light
beam can be seen when viewed from the side) can be observed only in Bottle A
when a laser beam is projected through Bottles A and B.

Experimental Characterization Methods
Microstructure Characterization
The microstructure of nanoemulsion fluids can be affected by many factors, including
different surfactant and concentration, dispersed liquid and concentration, molar ratio
of dispersed liquid to surfactant, temperature, pH value, and salinity [95, 114-119].
The characterization of the micro structure of nanoemulsion fluids is a challenging
task. In the past, small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), small angle neutron scattering
(SANS), dynamic or laser light scattering (DLS), transmission electron microscopy
(TEM), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) have been used for the structure
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characterization. In addition, the measurement of nanoemulsion properties, such as
viscosity, electric conductance, thermal conductivity, dielectric permittivity,
electrophoretic birefringence, ultrasonic interferometry, and ultrasonic absorption can
also provide information on the internal microstructure.[82, 114, 120-125]
Small-angle scattering methods
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) are
the two complementary techniques known jointly as small-angle scattering (SAS).
SAS patterns are collected at very small angles (a few degrees) and are capable of
delivering structural information in the resolution range between 1 and 25 nm, and of
repeat distances in partially ordered systems of up to 150 nm in size. The conceptual
experiment and theory is the same for X-rays and neutrons, the differences are the
physics of the X-ray (electro-magnetic radiation) versus neutron (neutral particle)
interactions with matter. X-rays is sensitive to electron density while Neutrons have
zero charge and negligible electric dipole which can therefore travel long distances in
material without being scattered or absorbed. In addition, SANS uses the deuteration
method to enhance its contrast, indicating that SANS can measure either naturally
occurring contrasts or artificial contrasts introduced through deuteration. One
shortcoming of SANS is the intrinsically low flux of neutron sources compared to the
orders of magnitude of higher fluxes for X-ray sources.

SAS includes the four basic steps used in all scattering techniques: monochromation,
collimation, scattering and detection. SAS data analysis can be performed at many
levels. The initial level consists of a “follow the trends” type of approach using
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standard plot methods. The next level uses nonlinear least squares fits to obtain
realistic models. The final trend makes use of the sophisticated shape of
reconstruction methods in order to obtain insight into the structure and morphology
within the investigated sample. The detailed data reduction and fitting procedure is in
Appendix.

Dynamic light scattering method
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is another technique used to determine the size
distribution profile of small particles in suspensions or polymers in solutions. [116,
126-131] Dynamic light scattering (DLS) provides a way to measure the velocity
autocorrelation function and the relaxation time. The motions of the particles in fluids
cause the intensity of scattering light to fluctuate with time due to the interference
effects from neighboring particles, much like a fluctuating diffraction grating. The
normalized temporal autocorrelation g 2 (q;τ ) of the scattered light intensity I is given
by:

g 2 (q;τ ) =

where g 2 (q;τ )

〈 I (t ) I (t + τ )〉
〈 I (t )〉 2

(3.1)

is the autocorrelation function at a particular wave vector, q , and

delay time, τ , and I is the intensity. The particle size can be determined from the
curve fitting of g 2 (q;τ ) . Unlike the SANS, the DLS only applies to the “dilute”
colloidal suspensions (often <<1 vol%).
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Transmission electron microscopy method
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a very important technique for the study
of microstructures because it can directly produces images at high resolution and it
can capture the microstructural transition [114, 132-134]. However, the direct
application of TEM to nanoemulsion fluids is often prohibited because (1) the high
vapor pressure of nanoemulsion fluids makes them incompatible with the low
pressures (< 1-5 torr) in TEM; (2) chemical reactions and the consequent change in
nanoemulsion systems could be induced by the electron beam in TEM; and (3) the
based fluid and the dispersed phase often give insufficient contrast in TEM images.
Two special TEM techniques are developed for fluid samples: (1) the cryo-TEM
analyses in which samples are directly visualized after fast-freezing and freezefracture in the cold microscope[132, 135] and (2) the Freeze-Fracture TEM technique
in which a replica of the specimen is imaged under room temperature conditions.
[133, 134, 136-139]
Thermophysical properties characterization methods
Thermal conductivity
Low thermal conductivity is a primary limitation in the development of energyefficient heat transfer fluids that are required in many industrial applications.
Conventional heat transfer fluids have relatively poor thermal conductivity compared
to metals. [140]. It has been reported that the dispersed liquid nanodroplets could
alter thermal conductivity of the base fluids. However, because of the absence of a
theory for the thermal conductivity of nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids, an
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investigation of the effect of nanodroplets on the thermal conductivity will be
conducted.

Nanofluids, i.e., colloidal suspensions of solid nanoparticles, and more recently,
nanoemulsion fluids have attracted much attention because of their potential to
surpass the performance of conventional heat transfer fluids [1-22]. The coolants,
lubricants, oils, and other heat transfer fluids used in today's thermal systems
typically have inherently poor heat transfer properties which have come to be
reckoned as the most limiting technical challenges faced by a multitude of diverse
industry and military groups. A number of studies have been conducted to investigate
thermal properties of nanofluids with various nanoparticles and base fluids. However,
the scientific community has not yet come to an agreement on the fundamental effects
of nanoparticles on thermal conductivity of the base fluids. For example, many
groups have reported strong thermal conductivity enhancement beyond that predicted
by Maxwell's model in nanofluids [1,2,23,24]. Consequently, several hypotheses
were proposed to explain those unexpected experimental results, including particle
Brownian motion, particle clustering, ordered liquid layer, and dual-phase lagging
[18,21,25-28]. Recently, however, an International Nanofluid Property Benchmark
Exercise reported that no such anomalous enhancement was observed in nanofluids
[22].
In this study, nanoemulsion fluids are employed to investigate the effects of
nanodroplets on the fluid thermal conductivity. These fluids are spontaneously
generated by self-assembly while the droplet size inside is within nanoscale.
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There are two widely used methods to measure the thermal conductivity of
nanoemulsion fluids which includes: 1. the transient hot-wire technique and 2. 3ω wire method [1, 2, 4, 8, 10, 13, 24, 28, 39, 52, 141-144]. In the transient hot-wire
method, thermal conductivity value is determined from the heating power and the
slope of temperature change versus logarithmic time. The 3ω -wire method is
actually a combination of the 3 ω method and the hot-wire method. Similar to the
hot-wire method, a metal wire suspended in a liquid acts as both heater and
thermometer. A sinusoidal current frequency is passed through the metal wire and
generates a heat wave at frequency 2 ω . The temperature rise at frequency 2 ω in the
metal wire can be deduced by the voltage component at frequency 3 ω . The thermal
conductivity of the liquid, k, is determined by the slope of the 2 ω temperature rise of
the metal wire with respect to the frequency ω ,
p  ∂T2ω 
k=


4πl  ∂ ln ω 

−1

(3.2)

where p is the applied electric power, ω is the frequency of the applied electric
current, l is the length of the metal wire, and T2ω is the amplitude of temperature
oscillation at frequency 2ω in the metal wire. One advantage of this 3ω -wire
method is that the temperature oscillation can be kept small enough (below 1 K,
compared to about 5 K for the hot-wire method) within the test liquid to retain
constant liquid properties. Calibration experiments were performed for hydrocarbon
(oil), fluorocarbon, and water at atmospheric pressure. The literature values were
reproduced with an error of <1% as shown below in Figure 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4: Calibration of 3ω − wire method using FC72 and compared with literature
value

Viscosity
Viscosity is a measure of the resistance of a fluid which is being deformed by either
shear stress or tensile stress. Viscosity is another macroscopically observable
parameters that characterize a nanoemulsion fluid, and it may range anywhere
between a low viscous fluid and a gel state. [10, 90, 143, 145] It is an important
quantity for many practical applications of nanoemulsion fluids especially those used
for hydraulic fluids. For instance, pumping such systems might be of interest in their
application, and here viscosity plays an important role. Viscosity can be determined
form the equation below:

Viscosity is defined by considering the force applied in the course of flow of a fluid,
and its dissipation per unit area and velocity gradient is the viscosity
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F = µA

u
y

(3.3)

where F is the stress force, u is the velocity, A is the area and µ is the proportionality
factor called dynamic viscosity. The kinematic viscosity ν is related to the dynamic
viscosity by dividing by the density ρ of the fluid, ν =

µ
.
ρ

Viscosity of a nanoemulsion fluid depends largely on its microstructure, i.e., the type
of aggregates that are present, on their interactions, and on the concentration of the
system. So the viscosity can be used to monitor structural changes in the
nanoemulsion system. In order to do so, one has to compare the experimental data to
theoretical expressions that give the viscosity expected for certain model systems.

The general behavior is that whenever a second phase is dispersed in a solvent this
should lead to an increase in the bulk viscosity which was discovered by Einstein,
who derived a formula that describes the increase in viscosity as a function of the
volume fraction of dispersed material for the case of compact spherical particles that
have a sticky surface (no-slip condition).

µr = 1 + 2.5φ
where µ r is the relative viscosity, and

(3.4)

φ is the volumetric fraction of encapsulated

water nanodroplets. Equation 3.4 is valid for hard spheres, but it is modified for the
case of a dispersion of liquid spheres in another liquid medium.
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Viscosity measurements were carried out using a rotating cylinder rheometer
(Brookfield DV-I Prime) that provides a continuous sensing capability for rapid
viscosity measurement, and simultaneous viscosity and temperature measurement.

Boiling heat transfer characterization methods
Pool Boiling
The pool boiling heat transfer properties are investigated using standard pool boiling
test set-up with a thin platinum wire heater immersed inside test fluid. The control
system and are shown in Figure 3.6 where the basic experiment follows the
Nukiyama wire heating method[146]. A glass tank (( L × W × H ) 7.8cm × 3cm × 5.2cm )
is used to hold the test samples and the tank is put inside one large water bath to
maintain the test fluid at constant temperature. A platinum wire 25µm in diameter and
3cm long suspended is used as both the heater and the thermometer which is
connected via four wire method.

Four-terminal sensing is also known as Kelvin sensing, after William Thomson, Lord
Kelvin, who invented the Kelvin Bridge in 1861 to measure very low resistances.
Each two-wire connection can be called a Kelvin connection. A pair of contacts that
is designed to connect a force-and-sense pair to a single terminal or lead
simultaneously is called a Kelvin contact.

When a Kelvin connection is used, current is supplied via a pair of force connections
(current leads). These generate a voltage drop across the impedance to be measured
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according to Ohm's law V=RI. This current also generates a voltage drop across the
force wires themselves. To avoid including that in the measurement, a pair of sense
connections (voltage leads) are made immediately adjacent to the target impedance
(shown as connection 2 and 3 in Fig. 3.5). The accuracy of the technique comes from
the fact that almost no current flows in the sense wires, so the voltages drop V=RI is
extremely low.

It is conventional to arrange the sense wires as the inside pair, while the current wires
are the outside pair. If the current and voltage sense connections are exchanged,
accuracy can be affected because more of the lead resistance is included in the
measurement. In some arrangements, the force wires are very large compared to the
sense wires which can be very small. If the force and sense wires are exchanged at the
instrument end, the sense wire could burn up from carrying the force current. The
technique is commonly used in low-voltage power supplies, where it is called remote
sensing, to measure the voltage delivered to the load independent of the voltage drop
in the supply wires. It is also common to provide 4-wire connections to low-value,
high-power resistors. They are often known as "current-sensing shunts" rather than
simple resistors in this case.
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Fig. 3.5: 4-Wire method.

Fig. 3.6: Pool boiling apparatus scheme for pool boiling test

Flow Boiling
The flow boiling heat transfer experiments were also conducted on a platinum wire
25µm in diameter and 3cm long suspended inside an aluminum channel (inner
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channel dimension( L × W × H 7cm*2.7cm*1cm) as shown in Figure 3.7. This
platinum wire serves as both the heater and the thermometer. The interface angle of
the wire with flow can be adjusted among 0o, 45o and 90o. It is heated electrically by
use of a DC power supply, and so the dissipated heat can be calculated directly from
its voltage and resistance. Programmable DC power supply (ePower SPS150)
provides the voltage and two Agilent Multi-meters (34410A and 34401A) are used to
record voltage and current on the heater. The wire temperature can also be determined
from its electrical resistance. The electric resistance of the platinum wire has a linear
relationship with its temperature. The temperature coefficient of the platinum wire is
found to be 0.00399 C-1. Two thermocouples are used to measure the bulk
temperature of the fluids. The flow rate is maintained at 0.2L/min for current tests,
but can be varied between 0.12 and 2.2L/min via the MAG drive gear pump (model
number: FG213 and its mechanical data is attached in Appendix. The flow rate is
monitored by a flow meter (King instrument company).

Fig. 3.7: Flow boiling test apparatus
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For both the pool and flow boiling, the following targets are focused: 1. Identify the
effect of surfactants on the nucleate boiling heat transfer. 2. Identify the effect of
added low boiling point nanodroplets on the nucleate boiling heat transfer 3. Compare
the effect of different surfactants and their concentration on boiling heat transfer
characteristics of nanoemulsion fluids 4. Identify the effect of other base solvent
fluids on the nucleate boiling heat transfer 5. Identify the effect of other boiling
conditions (wire heater incline angle, subcooling) on boiling heat transfer
characteristics of nanoemulsion fluids.

Measurement uncertainties

Table 3.1: Uncertainty of measurement variables
Value and Uncertainty
Measured Quantity
Range
100.0mV
∆V𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝
𝐼𝐼𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

±(% 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + %𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
0.0030+0.0030

1.0V
10V
1.0mA

0.0020+0.006
0.0015+0.0004
0.007+0.006

10.0mA
100.0mA

0.007+0.02
0.010+0.004

1.0A

0.050+0.006
O

Temperature (Type K)

-50 to 1382 F

1 OF

Flow meter

1GPM

± 3% to ± 6% of Full Scale

The uncertainties can be determined from the measurement uncertainties using
calculus and the principle of superposition of errors. In general, for a variable that is a
function of several variables,F = F(a, b, c, … ), the squares of the uncertainty in
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is

the sum of the square of the uncertainties due to each independent variable, 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 =
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𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿� + ⋯ ]0.5 where δa denotes the uncertainty in a.

Under most circumstances, the variation in the wire is less than 2 degree, and only,

becomes significantly larger at very low current, when the voltage difference across
the current sensing resistor is very small. The uncertainty in critical heat flux is also
small and less than 3% for each measurement.

For both the pool and flow boiling test rig, consistency test is carried out to verify the
usability of the system by testing the same fluid at multiple times using the different
wire heaters (same material and length, just take from different section of the
platinum wire bundle) and same wire heater before and after multiple boiling tests.
400
Test 1, wire 1
Test 2, wire 2
Test 3, wire 3

2

Heat Flux (W/cm )

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

50

100
150
200
o
Temperature ( C)

250

Figure 3.8 Consistency test using different wires in same sample

It can been from the Figure 3.8 shown above that, the different surface conditions
such as surface roughness can affect the incipience of bubble on the heater surface
which can delay or advance the nucleation as shown in Figure 3.9, however, after the
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boiling happens, the three different curves follow almost the same line and it confirms
that the surface roughness has a negligible effect on the boiling inside nanoemulsion
fluids which is also consistent with others’ findings.

It has been reported in others’ study that the boiling of nanofluids can contaminate the
heater surface[58, 61, 70] due to the sedimentation of nanoparticles on the heater
surface which might be the reason for the observed enhanced heat transfer inside
nanofluids. So here, to investigate whether there is contamination during boiling test
inside nanoemulsion fluids, we tested the boiling curve of the same wire inside
ethanol before and after several pool boiling tests inside nanoemulsion fluids to verify
the repeatability of the test and also measured the resistance of the wire heater to
identify any contamination to the heater. The results are summed up in the figures
below:

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4

400

2

Heat Flux (W/cm )

500

300
200
100
0

50

100
150
200
o
Temperature ( C)

250

300

Figure 3.9 Consistency test using same wire for multiple tests
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It can be seen here that all the boiling curves using same wire in same ethanol ethanol
follow almost the same trend which confirms that there is no contamination on the
heater surface during the boiling test of nanoemulsion fluids.

To further verify that, we also tested the resistance of wire heater for six hours
continuously while it is immersed inside nanoemulsion fluids and undergoes nucleate
boiling. The result is shown below:
98
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5.115
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5.125

97
5.105
0

50
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150 200 250
Time (min)

300

96.8
350

Figure 3.10 Consistency test for heater resistance

Visualization methods
Introduction
In-situ visualization is a very powerful method to characterize the bubble morphology
during nucleation process and the methods of indicating flow patterns may be broadly
classified into two groups: first, static methods, i.e those applied to boundary
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surfaces, and second, kinetic methods, i.e. those applied in the fluid itself, either in
the free stream or in the boundary layer.
Static methods
Because there is “no slip” of a fluid continuum at a solid boundary, surface methods
of visualization cannot strictly be regarded as illustrating fluid motion. They can,
however, indicate the gross distribution of shear stress and therefore of velocity
gradient for steady flow and from this some characteristics of the flow in the
boundary layer may be deduced.

In air flow good indication of velocity gradient at the surface have been obtained by
evaporation and sublimation methods. A somewhat similar technique, which depends
on different rates of solution of a surface coating, has been developed for water flows.
These methods of indicating flow behavior may be described as static techniques.
They don’t faithfully indicate disturbances in the main flow even though the latter
may affect the flow in the boundary layer.
Kinetic Methods
The oldest of these methods, applicable to flow in an open channel, consists simply of
scattering on the liquid surface a light power (such as aluminum or lycopodium) and
illuminating the particles.
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Fig. 3.11 High speed camera test set-up

In our study, we focus on studying the bubble nucleation dynamics under pool boiling
condition to have a better understanding of the effect of nanodroplets on the
incipience of boiling process and the possible reason for the enhanced heat transfer
capability. We use Phantom V640 high speed camera to capture the bubble nucleation
rate and bubble morphology. The Phantom V640 high speed camera can capture
image at resolutions of 2560 x 1600 @ 1,500 fps and the shutter speeds down to 1
microseconds with supports for 8- and 12-bit pixel depth. Depending on the memory
size on the camera, it can record video at different length and frame rate per second
with different resolution. In our study, we want to capture the whole boiling range, so
there is a compromise between the frame rate and resolution in order to keep the
whole video file size less than 8 Gb. Our setting for the experiments is at a resolution
of 800*640 @ 100f/s, which gives us an approximately 10 minutes recording length.
The high-speed camera set-up is shown in Appendix.
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Chapter 4: Ethanol-in-PAO Nanoemulsion Fluids
Introduction
Ethanol also known as methyl ethanol, is a chemical with the formula CH3OH (often
abbreviated MeOH). It has boiling a temperature of 64.7oC, which is much lower
compared to base PAO fluid. It is proposed that adding low boiling temperature
ethanol will alter the boiling heat transfer characteristics of based PAO fluid via
forming phase-changeable ethanol nanodroplets inside.

The picture of the formed Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluid is shown below: the
following Figures 4.1 are the pictures of Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion heat transfer
fluids prepared with ionic surfactant and pure PAO fluid. They are transparent to
natural lights but can be identified using Tyndall Effect [10, 13, 15, 39]. These
nanodroplets formed inside are in fact swollen micelles in which the outer layer is
composed of surfactant molecules having hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails
which scatter the laser light and show the Tyndall effect.

Tyndall
Effect

Bottle A

Bottle B

Fig. 4.1: Pictures of Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids from left to right
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Structure characterization using SANS and DLS
The structures of the three groups of samples are characterized using the Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (SANS) technique as introduced in previous section. In our SANS
experiment, samples are prepared using deuteration methods to achieve the needed
contrast between the droplets and the solvent. SANS measurements are conducted on
the NG-3 (30 m) beamline at the NIST Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) in
Gaithersburg, MD. Samples are loaded into 2-mm quartz cells and kept under room
temperature.

The scattering intensity I versus the scattering vector q = 4π sin(θ/2)/λ is plotted to
represent the SANS data, where λ is the wavelength of the incident neutrons, and θ is
the scattering angle. The approximation q = 2πθ/λ is used for SANS (due to the small
angle θ). The empirical models are used to fit the SANS data with the IGOR Pro
software under the protocol from NCNR NIST.[10, 147, 148] Detailed data reduction
procedure is introduced in Appendix.

The SANS data for Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids with four
surfactants are summarized and compared as follow:
Ethanol-in-PAO
nanoemulsion
fluids
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6

PAO (g)

Ethanol (g)

13
13
13
13
13
13

0.06
0.11
0.175
0.05
0.13
0.2
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EthanolNanodroplets
Radius (A)
2.69
5.29
7.44
5.27
5.55
5.9

The SANS scattering intensity versus the wave length for the six samples are shown
below:
1.7
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3

-1

Intensity, I (cm )

1.6

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2
0.01

0.1-1
Wave Vector q (A )

1.6
Sample 4
Sample 5
Sample 6

-1

Intensity, I (cm )

1.5

1.4

1.3

1.2

0.01

0.1 -1
Wave Vector q (A )

Figure 4.2 SANS data Intensity versus wave vector for Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids

It can be seen here that the intensity curves fall very close to each other at different
ethanol concentrations in Figure 4.2 (a) and (b). In Figure 4.2(a) with lower surfactant
concentration, the variation with ethanol concentration is less apparent compared to
previous samples with non-ionic surfactants in both low q and high q range; in Figure
4.2(b) , the effect of ethanol is even less obvious where all three curves fall together
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with gradually decreased higher q region. In both high and low surfactant samples,
the inner structures are very different from those with non-ionic surfactant, and the
different types of surfactant have a strong effect on inner structure in nanoemulsion
fluids.

Following standard SANS data reduction and analysis procedure, the radii of the
ethanol nanodroplets inside are reduced, shown in Figure 4.3 below:

Alcohol Nanodroplet Radius (A)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
Radius (A) (Surfactant:1g)
Radius (A) (Surfactant: 2g)

2
1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Alcohol_PAO Sample Number
Figure 4.3 Ethanol Nanodroplets Radius inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with different
surfactant concentrations

It can be also seen here that the inner ethanol nanodroplets size still increase linearly
with higher ethanol concentration at fixed surfactant concentration, but at different
scales. The higher concentration of surfactants tends to keep the size of inner ethanol
core to be constant. It is helpful to image the surfactant molecules try to attach to the
surface of ethanol molecule with the addition of more ethanol while the one with high
surfactant concentration can surround more ethanol molecules and keep the size to be
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nearly constant because they always try to form the system which least surface
energy. However, the uncertainty of the measured inner nanodroplets size is
increased, partially due to the different interfacial layer organization for charged
molecules inside ionic surfactant solution and partially, for the relatively smaller size
which is closer to the resolution limit of SANS. It is also noteworthy that here the
concentration of surfactant has a dominating effect, which keeps the radius of ethanol
nanodroplets to be almost constant at higher concentrations, as shown in Figure 4.3. It
can be seen clearly here that the molar ratio of ethanol/surfactant has a strong effect
on inner structure and nanodroplets size inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids,
which is also expected to affect their thermophysical properties.

Viscosity
One of the most easily observed macroscopic properties of colloidal systems is their
flow behavior, and among them, viscosity is one important rheological property of
liquid suspensions that can be easily measured.

Viscosity, as it is observed for a given system, depends largely on the structure, i.e.,
the type of aggregates that are present, their interactions, and the concentration of the
system. In principle, rheological measurements contain information regarding these
parameters, and dynamic rheological experiments can also yield information on the
dynamics of the given system.
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The first general fact about viscosity in colloidal system had been studied since
Einstein: whenever a second phase is dispersed in a solvent this should lead to an
increase in the bulk viscosity and the solid theoretical description of this effect is
given by the Einstein equation as,
=
µ sus µ fluid (1 + 2.5φ )

(4.1)

where 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓 is the viscosity of base fluids and φ is the volume fraction of solid dispersed

particles. This equation holds only if the suspension is dilute, i.e., the volume fraction
of solid particles φ is not more than 0.03, when the interactions between solid
particles are negligible.

Einstein’s formula is valid for hard spheres, but it is modified for the case of a
dispersion of liquid spheres in another liquid medium. For that case Taylor obtained
the expression

µ sus = 1 + φ (

µ s + 2.5µd
)
µs + µd

(4.2)

Where µ s is the viscosity of the solvent and 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑 that of the dispersed phase. This

expression reduces to Einstein’s equation for the case of hard spheres and will yield
lower values for 𝜂𝜂𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (with a lower limit of a factor of 1 instead of 2.5 for the case
where µ s  µd .

It might be noted here that accordingly the viscosity given in Einstein’s equation is
valid only for relatively dilute systems. With increasing particle concentration, the
flow around one particle begins to be affected by other particles in the neighborhood
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and the assumption does not hold any more. Solid particles, then, experience
hydrodynamic interactions and the viscosity is not only linearly dependent on the
particle concentration φ ,but also on some higher order φ 2 , φ 3 ,… This effect of
hydrodynamic

interactions

on

viscosity

of

suspensions

was

studied

by

Batcherlor[149], and he concluded that the coefficient of the second-order term was
6.2, that is

µ s= µ fluid (1 + 2.5φ + 6.2φ 2 + ...))

(4.3)

This equation enables the calculation of the viscosity of suspensions at a particle
concentration up to 10 vol%. Besides, nanoemulsion fluids are usually Newtonian
fluids, i.e., their viscosity is independent of the applied shear stress. For such a
situation, the applied shear stress does not affect the equilibrium structure, and for
this case, viscosity measurements can yield information regarding this equilibrium
structure.

Here, it has been seen that the concentration of surfactant and added ethanol has a
strong effect on the nanoemulsion fluids’ inner structure, and as the rheological
properties depend heavily on the inner structure, the rheological property of ethanolin-PAO nanoemulsion fluids is measured and compared here. In order to have a better
understanding of their rheological properties and the dependence upon the surfactant
concentration and added ethanol, the commercial viscometer is used for viscosity
measurement. Since, the concentration of ethanol that can be added inside is very
limited, the focus here is on the effect of the different kinds of surfactants and their
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concentration. Effect of ethanol on the formed Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
will also be investigated.

The effect of the surfactant concentrations are shown below in Figure 4.4 where
similar surfactants of three different concentrations (4, 8, 16 % by mass) are
compared here:
11

Dynamic Viscosity (cP)

Viscosity
10

9

8

7

6

4

8
12
Surfactant Mass Fraction (%)

16

Figure 4.4 Viscosity inside Surfactant/PAO nanoemulsion fluids

Ethanol is added into previous surfactant/PAO mixture and their effect is also
summarized as follow in Figure 4.5:
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Fig 4.5 Viscosity inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with different surfactants and
concentrations

It is shown clearly here that the addition of ethanol will increase the viscosity in all
three Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, which agrees with Einstein prediction.
Similarly, the addition of ethanol doesn’t affect the trend of viscosity much and all of
the viscosity increase with higher concentration of ethanol, but with different
percentages.

Thermal conductivity
Thermal conductivity is another important thermophysical property, which has been
used widely for indexing the heat transfer capability of heat transfer fluids that is,
however, one to two order’s lower in fluids compared to solid. So, lots of research has
been carried out to enhance the thermal conductivity of conventional heat transfer
fluids. Recent findings in nanofluids brought up a debate on the Brownian motion of
nanosized particle and particle sedimentation on the enhancement of thermal
conductivity observed in nanofluids. Here, ethanol (0.21 W/mK), which has a thermal
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conductivity very close to that of base PAO fluid, (0.143 W/mK ) is chosen here to
help understand this phenomena as the ethanol nanodroplets inside are less than 5nm
in DI, which will have a strong Brownian motion. The 3 ω wire method has been
used for the thermal conductivity measurement and the result is shown in Fig. 4.6 as
below:

Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

0.149
0.148

K_nanoemulsion
K_Maxwell

0.147
0.146
0.145
0.144
0.143
0.5

1

1.5
Alcohol_Vol_%

2

2.5

Fig 4.6 Thermal Conductivity inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with different surfactants
and ethanol concentrations

It can be seen here that for the Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with various
ethanol concentrations, the thermal conductivity is only increased very moderately,
up to 1.3% increase. So, there is no strong effect of Brownian motion on thermal
conductivity as observed in ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids here.

On the other hand, the observed thermal conductivity all increase linearly with higher
concentration of ethanol which is consistent with the trend observed in viscosity. One
interesting observation here is that the surfactant has a strong effect on the
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dependence of viscosity with ethanol concentration, and the only ionic surfactant
gives a different thermal conductivity slope same as in the viscosity.

It can be seen that the classic Maxwell equation predicts similar increases of thermal
conductivity inside ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion with higher loading of ethanol, but
it under predicts the enhancement of thermal conductivity in both absolute value and
trend. The Maxwell’s equation for suspensions of well-dispersed, non-interacting
spherical particles is,

kmaxwell =

k p + 2ko + 2φ (k p − ko )
k p + 2ko − φ ( k p − ko )

* ko

(4.4)

where ko is the thermal conductivity of the base fluid, kp is the thermal conductivity
of the particles, and φ is the particle volumetric fraction. Equation 4 predicts that the
thermal conductivity enhancement increases approximately linearly with the particle
volumetric fraction for dilute nanofluids or nanoemulsion fluids (e.g., φ<10 %), if

k p > ko and there is no change in particle shape.

Pool boiling
So far, the viscosity and thermal conductivity inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion
fluids have been studied and they are found to depend heavily on the surfactant
concentration and ethanol concentration as well. Now as discussed before, the boiling
process can be affected by many factors such as surfactant and nanodroplets. With
some many variables which can affect the nucleate heat transfer performance, it is
very meaningful to carefully look into their effect. Here, in order to investigate the
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possibility of using the nanoemulsion fluids as phase change heat transfer carrier, we
focus on the nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient (from nucleate part of boiling
curve), onset temperature of boiling curve, and critical heat flux. We want to see the
effect of forming nanoemulsion heat transfer with low-boiling point nanodroplets
inside while comparing with the effect of surfactants solely. All the tests are carried
out using 25um wire heater and following the configuration shown in the pool boiling
introduction section. All test samples are kept at room temperature (25oC) and 1 atm.
The test and results are summarized and compared following the procedure: 1.
Identify the effect of surfactants on the nucleate boiling heat transfer. 2. Identify the
effect of added low boiling point ethanol on the nucleate boiling heat transfer. So, the
pool boiling tests for the ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are carried out using
the pool boiling set-up introduced before in section 3.

Using the pool boiling test rigs introduced before, the nucleate boiling heat transfer
properties of ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are investigated and compared
below.

Surfactant concentration effect on boiling curve:
Five concentrations of surfactant-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are investigated for the
effect of added surfactants on the boiling properties: 13.3%, 7%, 3.7%, 1. 5% and 0%
sample.
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Figure 4.7 ONT and heat transfer coefficient enhancement for PAO at different surfactant
concentrations

To further compare the effect of surfactants on the ONTs and boiling heat transfer
coefficient, their dependence with surfactant concentration are plotted in Figure 4.8:
the onset temperature of boiling (ONT) on the right y axis seems to decrease with
higher surfactant concentration, then decreased slowly to around 220oC, and then,
decreased to 210oC with more surfactant added. However, the ONTs for all PAO
fluids with surfactants are still very high.

If, we compare the boiling heat transfer coefficients of PAO fluids with different
surfactant concentrations, we can see the trend from the blue curve on the left y axis
in Fig. 4.8. The base PAO boiling heat transfer coefficient is considered as 1 and all
the other fluids are compared with them to see the effect of the surfactant. It can be
seen that the heat transfer coefficient increases with higher surfactant concentration
almost linearly and it increases sharply at highest surfactant concentration. At the
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highest concentration of surfactant, it can increase the boiling heat transfer coefficient
up to 110% .

Ethanol concentration effect on the boiling heat transfer of Ethanol-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids
As stated before, the low boiling point ethanol is added inside to enhance the boiling
heat transfer properties of the system, and here, the effect of ethanol and its
concentration is summarized and shown in Fig. 4.8 below:

Figure 4.8 Pool boiling curve for Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with pure Ethanol and PAO

It is shown clearly here that the adding of ethanol greatly shifts the boiling curve to
the left with a lower ONT compared to pure PAO fluid. If compared with pure
Ethanol, it can be seen that the nanoemulsion fluid have a much wider operation
range(higher CHF and temperature range) compared to pure ethanol. The addition of
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nanosized ethanol droplets can boost the boiling heat transfer coefficient upto 300%
increase compared to pure PAO at 200oC.
One thing worth noting here is that the nucleation temperature of ethanol-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids are over 100 degree higher than their atmospheric boiling point
and very close to thermodynamic limit of superheat or spinodal state of ethanol. The
spinodal states, defined by states for which

∂P
∂V

= 0 , represent the deepest possible
T ,n

penetration of a liquid in the domain of metastable states, and is not usually observed
in conventional boiling process [150-152]. Similar phenomena have been reported in
others’ study of dilute emulsions [71, 72, 75, 76, 78], but no satisfactory explanation
is available yet.

It is found that when the liquid vaporize after reaching their limit of superheat, the
energy released could create a sound-shock wave, so-called vapor explosion. This
sound wave would lead to strong fluid mixing within the thermal boundary layer,
therefore, enhancing the fluid heat transfer. This might explain the observed greatly
enhanced heat transfer after nucleation happens in these nanoemulsion fluids

Flow Boiling
To see the effect of flow motion on the boiling curve of these nanoemulsion fluids,
here the ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are test here:
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of flow and pool boiling curves for ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids

It can been seen here that the solid black square is pool boiling curve and the hollow
black square is the flow boiling—very similar to the trend observed in the ethanol-inPAO nanoemulsion. Here the pool boiling and flow boiling fall together after the
nucleation happens, while the difference is mainly at the natural convection part too.
The flow motion eliminate the superheat needed for the incipience of boiling where
the pool boiling has a roughly 40oC degree superheat. The difference here is that even
though the flow rate is controlled at the same, the flow boiling curve for ethanol-inPAO falls lower than the flow boiling curve in ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion
especially in natural convection part which might due to the different bubble
dynamics and fluid viscosity.
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Chapter 5: Water-in-PAO Nanoemulsion Heat Transfer Fluids
Structure Characterization
Figure 5.1 shows the SANS data for water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with water
volumetric concentration covering 1.8 Vol% to 10.3 Vol%. Two empirical fittings
are used to find out the inner structure.
1.8 Vol%
3.6 Vol%
4.5 Vol%
5.3 Vol%
7.8 Vol%
8.6 Vol%
10.3 Vol%
3.6%
Hard Sphere Fit
10.3%
3-region G-P fit

-1

Intensity, I(Q) (cm )

100

10

1
0.01

0.1-1
Wave Vector q(A )

Fig. 5.1: SANS scattering curve Intensity I vs Wave Vector q with curve fitting

It can be seen in this figure that the neutron scattering curves fall in to different
groups: for water loading of 1.8~4.5 %, the curves level off when the scattering
intensity q is less than 0.1 A-1. In contrast, the curves have a downward sloping shape
for water loading of 5.3%~7.8 % while the curves shift to a more obvious ternary
form for water loading of 8.6% and 10.3%. The hard sphere model fits well for low
water concentration curves (i.e. 1.8~4.5 vol.%), the nanodroplet radii are found to be
13.2 Ȧ , 25.6 Ȧ , and 96 Ȧ for water loading 1.8 vol.%, 3.6 vol.%, and 4.5 vol. %,

respectively. For higher water concentration (i.e. 7.8 ~10.3 vol.%), the hard-sphere
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model doesn’t fit well, especially, for scattering q less than 0.1 A-1 region, which
suggests that those nanodroplets are not simply spherical. The 3-region Guinier-Porod
empirical model is used to determine the nanodroplet geometry by fitting the SANS
data, especially, for scattering q less than 0.1 A-1 region.

According to the 3-region Guinier-Porod model[153], there are two dimensionality
parameter 𝑆𝑆1 and 𝑆𝑆2 , and plus R𝑔𝑔2 and 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔1 are the radii of gyration for the short and

overall sizes of the scattering object. The fitted curves give 𝑆𝑆2 = 0.22 , 𝑆𝑆1 =

1.4 and 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔2 = 121𝐴𝐴̇, 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔1 = 4.6𝐴𝐴̇ for 10.3 Vol.% sample. For 7.8 Vol.% one,
𝑆𝑆2 = 0.18, 𝑆𝑆1 = 0.97 and 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔2 = 47.4𝐴𝐴̇, 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔1 = 5.2𝐴𝐴̇ . The dimensionality

parameters suggest that those nanodroplets have a cylinder-like shape. The SANS
data suggests there is an inner structure variation with water loading inside water-in-

PAO nanoemulsion fluids; the effect of its structure change on thermal properties will
be introduced later.

Thermal conductivity
Figure 5.2 shows the thermal conductivity enhancement in water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids as a function of the loading of water from 0.47 Vol% to 8.6
Vol% at room temperature. Pure PAO is used for calibration and its measured value

k PAO = 0.143W / mK agrees well with literature value.[154]
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It can be seen that the thermal conductivity increases linearly with water volume
fraction. A maximum increase of 16% is observed at water volume concentration
equals 8.6 Vol%. The observed enhancements in thermal conductivity agree with the
predictions from the classic Maxwell equation, with the assumption of spherical
droplets. The Maxwell’s equation for suspensions of well-dispersed, non-interacting
spherical particles is,
kmaxwell =

k p + 2ko + 2φ (k p − ko )
k p + 2ko − φ ( k p − ko )

* ko

(5.1)

where ko is the thermal conductivity of the base fluid, kp is the thermal conductivity of
the particles, and φ is the particle volumetric fraction. Equation 5.1 predicts that the
thermal conductivity enhancement increases approximately linearly with the particle
volumetric fraction for dilute nanoemulsion fluids (e.g., φ<10 %), if k p > k o and no

change in particle shape.
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)
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Fig. 5.2: Thermal conductivity of water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids versus water
volume fraction. The prediction from the Maxwell equation is shown for
comparison.
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Viscosity
The dynamic viscosity of water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids was measured at room
temperature; the viscosity's dependence upon the water volumetric concentration is
shown in Figure 5.3. The calibration is carried out using the pure PAO and its
dynamic viscosity is found to be 7.3 cP which compares very well with the literature
values. The test samples exhibit a shear-independent characteristic of Newtonian
fluids for the spindle rotational speed from 10 to 30 rpm. It can be seen in Figure 5.3
that the viscosity first increases with water concentration, then reaches a maximum at
5.3 Vol%, and then decreases. This trend is different from the thermal conductivity
shown in Figure 5.2, and the maximum viscosity can be attributed to the attraction
force between droplets within the nanoemulsion fluids. As the amount of water is
increased, the surfactant molecules become hydrated, while releasing their
counterions into water. The exchange of surfactants molecules and counter-ions
between the droplets could make themselves charged oppositely. The interdroplet
attraction increases with water concentration until the hydration process is complete.
This leads to a maximum viscosity in Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. It also
coincides with the nonlinear inner structure change upon the water concentration as
seen in SANS measurement result in Figure 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3: Dynamic Viscosity of Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids versus water
volume fraction

Pool boiling characteristics
Effect of water concentration on the pool boiling curve
Variation of the pool boiling curves for the nanoemulsion fluids with water
volumetric concentration below 4.5% are plotted in Figure 5.4 (a), and for
concentrations above 5.3 vol. % in Figure 5.4 (b). As shown in Figures 5.4, all tested
Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids start to boil at around 170oC. At low heat flux
levels, single-phase natural convection appears to be the same for all Water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids and for pure PAO. This indicates that without phase transitions,
water nanodroplets have insignificant effect on the fluid heat transfer, which is
consistent with the measured thermal conductivity and viscosity described in the
previous sections. At sufficiently large wall superheat (about 70 oC), nucleate boiling
begins on the heater surface in these nanoemulsion fluids. After boiling incipience the
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curves have a similar slope and appear to coincide for the Water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids with different water concentrations. The heat transfer coefficient
(HTC) for the water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids has a 3.3 fold increase compared to
pure PAO.
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Fig. 5.4: Pool boiling curves for water-in-PAO nanoemulsion from 1.8 Vol% to 10.3 Vol%. The
arrows in the figure represent where the burn out of wire occurs

An interesting phenomenon observed in the Water-in-PAO system is that pool boiling
of the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids randomly varies between two different
curves when the water concentration is larger than 5.3 Vol%, as shown in Figure
5.4(b). In one set of boiling curves, the wire burnout occurs right after the critical heat
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flux is reached, without experiencing transition and film boiling. This set of curves is
plotted with hollow symbols in Figure 5.4(b). In the other set of curves, they shift
from nucleate boiling to transition boiling at a lower heat flux, and that the wire burns
out in the film boiling regime. These curves are plotted in Figure 5.4(b) with solid
symbols. If the water content is increased above 8.6%, the wire burnout always
occurs in the film boiling regime. It was also observed experimentally that the
probability of the occurrence of the first type of boiling curves decreases with
increasing water loading. It might be related to the inner structure change with
different water loading which was shown in SANS data that the water nanodroplets
seem to change from sphere to elongated cylinder when the water concentration
increases above 5.3 vol. %. No satisfactory explanation to this observed structureproperty relation is currently available since the mechanism of nanoemulsion boiling
is little known.

The probabilities of falling into which curve are also summarized in Table 1. In table
1, five tests are carried out for every water-AOT-PAO nanoemulsion fluid of water
volumetric concentration from 5.3% to 8.6%. It can be seen that the occurrence of the
1st boiling curve (shown using solid symbols in Figure 3) or 2nd boiling curve
(shown using hollow symbols in Figure 3) is random and affected by water
concentration.
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Table 5.1: Summary of chance of boiling curves for Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids: water
volume concentration from 5.3% to 8.6%.
Test
Water volume percentage
5.3%
6.2%
7%
7.8%
8.6%
1
1st
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
nd
nd
st
st
2
2
2
1
1
2nd
nd
nd
nd
st
3
2
2
2
1
2nd
st
st
nd
nd
4
1
1
2
2
2nd
st
nd
nd
nd
5
1
2
2
2
2nd
*1st

and 2nd means the different boiling curves.

Subcooling effect
The effect of different subcooling conditions on the pool boiling process is also
investigated. The initial temperature of Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids is
controlled to be 25oC and 50oC using water bath. The result for water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion of water volumetric concentration of 6.2% is shown in Figure 5.5. It
can be seen that the subcooling has an insignificant effect on the boiling curve before
nucleation happens, but it affects the possibility of following the second boiling
curve( as shown using the solid symbols). In addition, the critical heat flux (CHF) for
lower subcooling ones is suppressed while the maximum heat flux on the Platinum
wire heater is also decreased.
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Fig. 5.5 Pool boiling curves for Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids of water 6.2
Vol% at two different liquid temperatures: 25oC and 50oC.
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The bubble morphology on wire is believed to affect the nucleation process and the
heat transfer between wire and fluid, meanwhile the added nanodroplets are believed
to be the main important factor inside the nucleation and their interaction.
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Pool boiling curves for 6.2 Vol% Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluid at
different inclination angles

For all the samples tested at 5.3 Vol% to 7.8 Vol% water loading, they all follow the
similar trend. However, the dependence of CHF on orientation angles is not obvious
based on our observation.
Possible reason
In addition, according to Mitsuhiro’s study [20, 21, 30, 31], there are three different
phases inside (oligomeric, transient, and monomeric phase), as shown in Figure 5.7,
depending upon the water/AOT molar ratio. It describes the charging process and
gives the explanation of maximum viscosity in another way. The oligomeric phase
corresponds to the hydration process before completion, where the charged droplets
agglomerates together to form oligomeric state while increasing the viscosity (Point
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A to Point B in Figure 5.3). After reaching point B (5.3 Vol% or water/AOT molar
ratio ), it enters the transient phase where the added water keeps increasing the
droplets size while neutralizing the charge and decreasing the attraction in between,
which lowers the viscosity (Point B to Point C in Figure 5.3); the monomeric phase
represents the phase in which individual, large droplets are dispersed inside solvent
with weak interaction in-between which gives low and almost constant
viscosity(range after Point C in Figure 5.3 which is not measured in our test but
reported in others work).

Oligometric Phase

Monometric Phase

Figure 5.7 Schematic diagram for the Oligometric and Monomeric phase

The boiling curves are plotted separately in Figure 5.4 (a) and (b) because they can
undergo two different boiling characteristics depending on the water volume
concentrations. In Figure 5.4, the volume concentration of water is less than or equal
to 4.5% (molar ratio). For all the water concentrations equal to or less than 4.5%, the
boiling curve goes up, following the nucleation boiling curve after jumping back from
boiling hysteresis, and then reaches a critical heat flux (CHF) that is equal to or less
than 500W/cm2 (CHF for 1.8 Vol%, 3.6 Vol% and 4.5Vol% ones are marked with
arrow in Figure 5.4). However, if, water concentration is further increased, the boiling
will change to be like in Figure 5.6 where the volume concentration of water is from
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5.3% to 8.6% . The boiling curves after hysteresis can undergo two different boiling
trends randomly: 1. same as the boiling curve for lower volumetric ones, it goes up
following the nucleate boiling curve until reaching CHF which is shown in Figure 5.4
for 5.3 and 7.8 Vol%, using hollow symbols; 2. It will stop going up and jump to the
right with a fast increase in temperature and slow increase in heat flux until the wire
temperature is higher than the melting point of platinum. This boiling process for 5.3
and 7.8 Vol% is plotted with solid symbols of same the shape. The occurrence of
either boiling curves for water volumetric concentration within 5.3% and 7.8% is
random. However, if the water content is further increased, like 8.6% here, it will
always undergo the latter boiling curve as shown with black solid symbol.

To help quantify the probability of the occurrence of first and second boiling mode,
fives tests for each concentration are done for water volume concentration from 5.3%
to 8.6% to see the chance of them being. It is concluded that the occurrence of
nucleate (1st boiling curve) or mixed boiling (2nd boiling curve) is random and
orderless. Overall, the chance of being mixed boiling increases with the higher water
volumetric concentration. When the volume concentration is high enough like 8.6%,
it will always undergo the latter one.

The occurrence of the two different boiling curves is found to be dependent upon the
water concentration. One possible explanation is that the water concentration affects
the inner structure of Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. As explained in the
viscosity dependence of the water concentration [20, 21, 30, 31], lower volume
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concentration (equal or less than 4.5%) ones are possibly in oligomeric phase (shown
in Figure 5.7), where the water forms small droplets and then agglomerates inside the
PAO solvent.

At high volume concentration (equal or higher than 8.6% here), there are only
monomeric large water droplets (shown in Figure 5.7) inside, while for those with
water concentration in between, they are likely to be within the transient phase. So,
during the pool boiling test, these small droplets and oligomers get into contact with
the hot platinum wire and the water inside quickly heats up and nucleate completely
to form gas bubbles. These bubbles will leave the wire due to buoyancy, and this
process continues until a maximum possible low rate in the counter flow of vapor
away from the surface; the liquid towards the surface is reached where the wire
temperature is increased to be higher than the melting point of platinum and the wire
will break. However, it takes more heat and a longer time to vaporize the larger
droplets in monomeric phase in contact with the wire before they can get enough
buoyancy to leave the wire. So, they will remain attached to the wire and the locally
vaporized water vapor will cover the wire which forms local film boiling and hinders
heat transfer to the remaining water inside. The segment of wire underneath the
bubbles was observed to be burning red. This local hotspot changes the heat and
transfer pattern on the whole wire and the boiling curve as well. For those in between,
the probability of oligomers being present at low water contents decreases and the
phase boundaries shift to a low water content. Depending on the possibility of
different structures of droplets meeting the wire, it may give the random occurrence
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of the first or second boiling curve. However, more experimental data and in-vivo
observation during pool boiling are needed to further clarify this phenomenon.

In summary, the thermophysical characteristics and inner structure dependence of
water volumetric concentration in Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids have been
investigated experimentally. The thermal conductivity can be increased up to 16%,
while the viscosity has a maximum value at water volumetric concentration equals to
5.3%. It has been found that the pool boiling characteristics are highly dependent
upon the water volumetric concentration, which gives helpful advice on designing
these kinds of nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids, via, carefully controlling the water
volumetric concentration and the amount of water nanodroplets inside, to lower the
boiling point by over 100oC and increase the heat transfer coefficient by 3 times.
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Chapter 6: Investigation of subcooling and heater orientation
effect on the nucleate boiling heat transfer inside nanoemulsion
fluids
Introduction
Boiling heat transfer has traditionally been thought of as a combination of free
convection, vapor-liquid exchange, microconvection, transient conduction, and latent
heat of vaporization. Vapor bubble dynamics associated with nucleation, bubble
growth, departure, collapse, and subsequent rewetting of the heat surface characterize
the classical ebullition cycle, which constitutes the central mechanism of heat transfer
from a superheated wall during nucleate boiling in earth's gravity. Many researchers
have characterized heat transfer from heater sizes much larger than the capillary
length scale, Lb [155].
Lb =

σ
g ( ρl − ρ v )

(6.1)

Such work has laid the foundation for the classical boiling curve and its constituent
boiling regimes.

Experiments first conducted by Gunther and Kreith [156]showed that the majority of
heat transfer during subcooled nucleate pool boiling can be attributed to
microeconvection and not latent heat transport. For pool boiling near saturated
conditions, Kim[157] showed that during one ebullition cycle, the majority of heat
transfer occurs after the bubble departs through transient conduction and
mciroconvection to the rewetting frequency. Methods aimed at increasing the bubble
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frequency, such as electro-hydrodynamic pool boiling, have clearly shown an
increase in attainable heat flux. Baboi et al [158]observed that dielectrophoretic
forces tend to increase CHF by increasing the rate of bubble departure. Snyder et
al,[159] while studying boiling from a platinum wire, observed an increase in
nucleate boiling heat transfer and CHF in the presence of a strong electric field force
co-linear with buoyancy. They concluded that the electric field acts to increase the
forces acting on the bubbles promoting the rate of bubble departure. Such work
characterizes the effect of two critical components of the ebullition cycle: the
frequency of bubble departure or surface rewetting, f, and the bubble departure
diameter, Dd.

The bubble departure diameter depends on the forces acting on the bubble during
vapor bubble growth and departure. Surface tension, buoyancy, inertia of induced
liquid motion, Marangoni or thermocapillary effects, and bulk fluid motion act to
influence departure diameter. In addition, the magnitudes of these forces have been
shown to be a function of bulk subcooling (∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ), gravity, wall superheat (∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 ),

the thermophysical properties of the fluid, heater geometry, surface characteristics,
and pressure.

On the other hand, the surface characteristics of the heating element affect bubble
generation and departure dynamics, which, in turn, affect the heat transfer coefficient.
As previously mentioned, Straub showed that a smaller diameter wire was constantly
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more effective at dissipating heat in 0g than in 1g, but a larger diameter wire was less
able to withstand higher heat fluxes without wire burnout.

The surface orientation of the heater in nucleate boiling is also very important in
immersed cooling technologies. Several researchers have tested the effect of heater
surface orientation on boiling heat transfer. Notably, Nishikawa et al[160] studied
pool boiling of water on a copper surface varying the angle of inclination from 90
degrees to -85 degrees. For low heat fluxes, decreasing the angle of inclination from
90 to -85 degrees enhanced boiling, resulting in a lower wall temperature for a given
heat flux. For angles between 90 and -30 degrees, the bubbles swept along the heated
surface, agitating and disrupting the superheated liquid layer, causing better mixing
with the bulk fluid, which reduced the wall temperature. For angles between -60 and 85, heat transfer was augmented by the evaporation of a thin liquid film trapped
between the elongated bubbles and the surface even though there was not much
bubble agitation. Nishikawa et al, measured no effect of orientation on heat transfer
on higher heat fluxes, and they attributed this observation to the vigorous effusion of
vapor promoting efficient mixing with the bulk liquid at all orientations.

In his studies on pool boiling of Freon-11 on a copper surface for angles between 90
and -60 degrees, Chen[161] observed an enhancement similar to that reported by
Nishikawa et al for low heat fluxes but, unlike Nishikawa et al., he found the same
trend to persist at high heat fluxes. By combining a balance of the surface tension and
buoyancy forces on a growing bubble with the thermodynamic equilibrium criterion
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for the wall superheat required to grow a bubble from a cavity, Chen showed that the
wall superheat decreased as the angle increased between 0 and 90 degree. For angles
between 0 and -60 degrees, Chen measured a continued decreased in ∆𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤 , which he

attributed to bubble agitation of the superheated liquid layer as the bubble moved
along the surface and to the premature shearing of growing bubbles by other moving
bubbles. When the surfaces was rotated past -60 degrees, the bubbles no longer
migrated away from the surface, thus, inhibiting mixing and the replenishing of liquid
to the surface, which increased the wall temperature.

Pool-boiling critical heat flux of water on small plates: Effects of surface orientation
and size are investigated by Soo Hyung Yang, Won-Pil Baek, and Soon Heung
Chang.[162] They systematically performed two types of experiments: the first-phase
experiment to clarify the CHF behavior at near the horizontal downward-facing
position and the second-phase experiment to find out the general CHF behavior for
overall inclination angles. The first- and second-phase experiment were performed for
the inclination angles from −90° (horizontally downward position) to −40° using two
plate-type test sections (20×200 mm and 25×200 mm) submerged in a pool of
saturated water and for overall inclination angles from −90° to 90° using two platetype test sections (30×150 mm and 40×150 mm) submerged in a slightly subcooled
water pool, respectively. The CHF generally decreases as its inclination approaches to
−90°, but there is a transition angle, at which the rate of decrease in the CHF
suddenly changes. The measured CHF is lower for the wider test section due to the
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increased difficulty of bubble escape and this size effect increases as the inclination
angle approaches to −90°.

G. Prakash Narayan, K.B. Anoop, G. Sateesh, and Sarit K. Das studied Effect of
surface orientation on pool boiling heat transfer of nanoparticle suspensions. Several
investigators have found that there is a significant effect of surface orientation on
pool boiling performance and mechanisms, when a pure liquid is boiled over tubular
heating surfaces. However, there is no similar study reported in literature for pool
boiling of nanoparticle suspensions. Based on their study, a smooth tube (average
surface roughness 48 nm) of diameter 33 mm and length 170 mm is used at various
inclinations (0°, 45° and 90°). Electro-statically stabilized water-based nanoparticle
suspensions containing alumina nanoparticles (primary average sizes 47 nm and 150
nm) of concentrations 0.25%, 1% and 2% percent by weight were used. It has been
found that there is a significant effect of surface orientation on the heat transfer
performance. Horizontal orientation gave maximum heat transfer and the heating
surface, when inclined at 45°, gave minimum heat transfer. Further, it was observed
that surface–particle interaction and modified bubble motion can explain the
behavior.

Victor Rudolph et al[163] studied the influence of droplet orientation on the flow
directed organization of nanoparticles in evaporating nanofluid droplets. It is
important for the efficiency of foliar applied fertilizers and contamination adhesion to
the exterior of buildings. The so called “coffee ring” deposit resulting from the
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evaporation of a sessile nanofluid drop on a hydrophilic surface has received much
attention in the literature. Deposits forming on hydrophobic surfaces in the pendant
drop position (i.e. hanging drop), which are of importance in foliar fertilizer and
exterior building contamination, have received much less attention. In their study, the
deposit patterns resulting from the evaporation of water droplets containing silica
nanoparticles on hydrophobic surfaces orientated in the sessile or pendant
configuration are compared. In the case of a sessile drop the well known coffee ring
pattern surrounding a thin nanoparticle layer was formed. A deposit consisting of a
thin coffee ring surrounding a bump was formed in the pendant position. A
mechanism involving flow induced aggregation at the droplet waist, settling,
orientation dependant accumulation within the drop and pinning of the contact line is
suggested to explain the findings. Differences in the contact area and adhesion of
deposits with surface orientation will affect the efficiency and rainfastness of foliar
fertilizers and the cleanliness of building exteriors.

So we think the surface orientation of wire heater will have a strong effect on the
boiling heat transfer inside nanoemulsion fluid and the effect of subcooling and wire
heater orientation on the nanoemulsion fluids are investigated and summarized here.
We use the similar test rigs and measure the effect of subcooling and wire heater
orientation on the Water-in-PAO and Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. The
results are summarized as follow :
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Subcooling effect on nucleate boiling in nanoemulsion fluids:
Subcooling effect on Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
It has been seen that the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the water concentration
affects the boiling curves greatly. It is also well-known that the subcooling affects the
nucleate boiling greatly, so here, to better understand the mechanism behind the
random occurrence of two boiling curves, more tests are carried out under different
liquid subcooling to see the subcooling effect on their boiling phenomena. The same
experimental setup is used here except another water bath of 50oC is used for
providing different subcooling. The temperature difference of the two thermocouples:
one inside the test chamber and the other one inside the water bath are kept less than
0.2K before the test.

The result for the sample of water with volumetric concentration equals to 6.2% is
shown in Figure 6.1. It can be seen that the lower subcooling has insignificant effect
on the boiling curve before the nucleation happens, but it affects the possibility of
turning into the second boiling curve. As shown in the Figure 6.1, that one out of the
three tests exhibits the trend of the first boiling curve at 25oC, but they all follow the
second curve at 50oC. A similar trend is also observed in all the other samples within

5.3Vol% < ω < 7.8?Vol % , where lower subcooling gives a higher chance of following
the second boiling curve. Based on our previous results, we may interpret that under
lower subcooling, the inner structure is more close to monometric phase, based on our
observation which is contradictory to Mitsuhiro’s results that said lowering the
subcooling will cause the oligomerization to go higher. However, considering boiling
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is a complex phenomenon where hydrodynamics, heat transfer, mass transfer, and
interfacial phenomena are all needed to be taken into consideration, there are two
possible explanations for this divergence: 1. the decrease in radius is associated with
an increase in the number of droplets which may agglomerate to certain limit and
affect the nucleation process greatly; 2. the occurrence of the second boiling curve is
also affected by the fluid’s other properties which highly depend upon the
temperature such as viscosity, Marangoni effect and each individual bubble growth
process and energy transfer. However, more experimental and theoretical studies are
still needed to fully understand this phenomenon.

Besides, the CHFs for lower subcooling ones are lower (around 450W/cm2 for 50oC
compared to 560W/cm2 at 25oC) in either 1st or 2nd boiling curve as shown in Figure
7.1. Similar results are also observed in all the other samples tested which are
consistent with previous research as well.
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Figure 6.1. Pool boiling curves for Water-in- PAO nanoemulsion fluid of water 6.2 Vol% at two
different liquid temperatures: 25oC and 50oC. The arrows in the figure represent where the burn out of
wire occurs.
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Subcooling effect on Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
It has been seen that the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the subcooling can
affect the boiling curves a lot. So here same test rig and procedure is used for
Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. The same experimental setup is used here
except another water bath of 40oC and 60oC is used for providing different
subcooling. The temperature difference of the two thermocouples is also kept less
than 0.2 K before the test.
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Figure 6.2. Pool boiling curves for Ethanol in PAO nanoemulsion fluid

It can be seen clearly in Fig. 6.2 that the three different symbols of different colors
represent the nucleate boiling curve for the same Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion
fluids under different subcooling degrees. The black triangle represents the pool
boiling curve of the Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion at 20oC while the blue circle is
the boiling curve at 40oC and the orange square is the one at 60oC. So here the
increase of nanoemulsion fluid temperature or decrease of subcooling gradually shift
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the boiling curve to the higher temperature side, which means it reduces the boiling
heat transfer coefficient significantly. On the other hand, the heater temperature
needed for the incipience of boiling doesn’t change too much here which confirms
that the nucleate embryo here is the ethanol nanodroplets, which was not sensitive to
the temperature variation inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids while gasdissolved bubble nucleation mechanism discovered a strong dependence upon the
subcooling degree.

Heater orientation effect on nucleate boiling inside nanoemulsion fluids
Heater orientation on Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids

It has been seen that the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the water concentration,
and subcooling can affect the boiling curves greatly. Based on others’ finding that the
heater orientation can affect the bubble dynamics and heat transfer on heater surface,
here the following test is carried out to investigate the effect of heater orientation on
the nucleation inside the Water-in-PAO and Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
with same surfactant to eliminate the effect of surfactant on boiling.

Three different wire inclination angles (relative to horizontal): 0 degree, 15 degree
and 30 degree of wire heater are used to investigate its effect on the nanoemuslion
fluids. The result is shown in Figure 6.3 for 6.2 Vol% Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion
fluids that the inclination angle has negligible effect on the boiling curve before
nucleation, but it affects the chance of entering the second boiling curve which also
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confirms with our previous findings that the inner structure inside have a strong effect
on which boiling trend to follow. Based on the assumption of the microstructure
inside the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the effect of the inclination angle can
be less apparent for the those with oligomers structure inside compared with
monomer ones because these large monomeric water droplets vaporized on the wire
heater can quickly leave the wire at a large inclined angle which will lower the
chance of following the second curve.

The three angles tested here are zero degree (horizontal), 15 degree and 30 degree.
The tested samples are of water volume concentration between 5.3% and 8.6%
because that is the concentration range where the boiling curves of the nanoemulsion
fluids start to vary. It is shown in the figure 6.3 that the inclination angle has little
effect on the boiling curve before nucleation happens, but it affects the chance of
falling into the second boiling curve. Each inclination angle has been tested three
times, and the times of falling into first curve increases from 1 to 2 and to 3 for
inclination increase from 0 degree to 30 degree as shown in Figure 6.3. The higher
inclination angle (from 0 degree to 30 degree), the higher the chance of being in first
curve is which is consistent with our prediction. For all the other samples tested of 5.3
Vol% to 7.8 Vol% water loading, they all follow the similar trend. However, the
effect of orientation angles on CHF is not obvious and is also strongly affected by
falling into different boiling curves. So the inner structure can explain the
phenomenon at room temperature.
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Figure 6.3. Pool boiling curves for Water in PAO nanoemulsion fluid of water 6.2 Vol% at three
different wire inclination angles: 0 degree, 15 degree and 30 degree at room temperature. The
arrows in the figure represent where the burn out of wire occurs.

Heater incline angle on Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
It has been seen that in the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the incline angle of
wire heater can affect the possibility of following two different boiling curves, but it
does not strongly affect the CHF. So, here the effect of the wire incline angle is
further verified using Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids.

The Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids with the same concentration are tested here
using a similar testing rig as the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids.
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Figure 6.4. Pool boiling curves for Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluid at three different wire
inclination angles: 0 degree, 15 degree and 30 degree at room temperature. The arrows in the
figure represent where the burn out of wire occurs.

It can be seen here that the change of incline angle strongly affect the boiling curve
after the nucleation happens. The large inclination angle might affect the bubble
dynamics on the wire heater, which can be seen from the difference on the nucleation
boiling part right after incipience of boiling. However, the overall nucleate boiling
heat transfer coefficient is kept the same for all three incline angles, while the CHF is
greatly affected as well. As the ultra-high melting temperature of platinum and the
ultra-thin diameter of the platinum wire, it makes the maximum sustainable
temperature of the wire subject to the bubble number and movement on the wire. The
larger incline angle might give an easier get-away of the bubbles formed on wire
which gives a higher maximum sustainable temperature of the wire and thus higher
CHF.
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Effect of base liquid on nanoemulsion fluids
Introduction
In previous chapters, we have investigated the effect of subcooling and inclination of
wire heater on the nucleate boiling heat transfer inside nanoemulsion fluids and their
boiling heat transfer characteristics. To systematically understand the boiling
mechanism inside these complex three component colloid system, different base
fluids are used to form the nanoemulsion fluids and their boiling heat transfer
properties are investigated using the methods introduced before.

PAO, as one of the most commonly used heat transfer fluids, was used to make
nanoemulsion fluids; three groups of PAO based nanoemulsion fluids have been
tested, and they have shown a greatly enhanced heat transfer capability. So, two
different base fluids with different boiling points are tested here:

The different properties of the three base fluids are summarized as follow:
Table 6.1: Comparison of different base fluids
Base Fluids

Molecular
formula

Appearance

Density

Specific heat
capacity

Latent
heat

773 kg/m3

Boiling
point
(oC)
281

Hexadecane

C16H34

Octane

C8H18

PAO

C10H20

Colorless
liquid
Colorless
liquid
Colorless
liquid

499.72J/k/mol

454 kJ/mol

703kg/m3

125

256 J/k/mol

250kJ/mol

795kg/m3

223

602 J/k/mol

203kJ/mol
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Ethanol-in-Hexadecane nanoemulsion fluids
First, the effect of non-ionic surfactant concentration on the boiling properties are
investigated and they are summarized as follow: we used eight concentrations of
surfactant-in-Hexadecane mixture here: 15.4%, 8.3%, 1.8% and 0% surfactant inside

%

base Hexadecane fluid to form the nanoemulsion fluids.
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Fig. 6.5 ONT and heat transfer coefficient enhancement for ethanol-in-Hexadecane nanoemulsion
fluids at different surfactant concentrations

The comparison of ONTs and relative increase of nucleate heat transfer coefficient is
compared above in Figure 6.5; on the left Y axis, the nucleate heat transfer coefficient
enhancement compared with pure hexadecane increases almost linearly with higher
surfactant concentration, with a maximum around 90% enhancement; on the right Y
axis, the figure shows the ONTs variation with surfactant concentration— that it
greatly decreased from around 260oC to below 200oC upon the addition of 2%
surfactant inside and that it kept almost constant with some fluctuation when
surfactant concentration is further increased. It is similar to the trend in the
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surfactant/PAO mixtures, only here in surfactant/Hexadecane the trend is more linear
which might be due to the longer C-C chain inside hexadecane compared to the PAO.
Ethanol-in-Octane Nanoemulsion fluids
Similar to the Hexadecane and PAO tested before, octane, the one of the lowest
boiling point, is used as another base solvent fluid to form nanoemulsion fluids and to
compare with the previous two base fluids. However, the ethanol is partially soluble
inside octane, so, inner structure can be different from previous nanoemulsion fluids
prepared.

1. Ethanol solubility in octane effect:
As ethanol is partially soluble in octane, here the pure octane, octane and ethanol
mixture, and ethanol/octane mixture with surfactant inside are tested, and the results
are summarized as follow:
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Fig 6.6 Boiling curves for Octane/Ethanol mixture
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It can be seen here that 1. the soluble ethanol inside Octane shift the boiling curve to
the left compared to pure Octane fluid which greatly decrease the ONT but keeps the
CHF almost the same 2. the addition of surfactant inside the mixture of ethanol and
octane actually shifts the boiling curve to the right which means the degradation of
nucleate boiling heat transfer capability, but it can greatly enhance the critical heat
flux with an elevated ONT too. So the addition of surfactant inside can change the
inner structure of octane/ethanol mixture to nanodroplets as in nanoemulsion fluids,
and their nucleating boiling curve also show the change.

Summary

So far the three base fluids: PAO, Hexadecane, and Octane have been tested here and
their boiling heat transfer properties of their based nanoemulsion fluids.
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Fig. 6.7 Boiling curves for Ethanol-in-Octane, Ethanol-in-hexadecane and Ethanol-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids
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Three Ethanol-in-Oil nanoemulsion fluids we tested before using same surfactant are
compared here in Fig. 6.7. It can be seen that the three boiling curves are almost the
same before the incipience of boiling and after the initiation of boiling; the three
boiling curves start to be different which might due to the effect of different
properties of base fluids and the inner structures because the different chain length of
base fluids. Besides, it can also be seen here that the based fluids also have a strong
effect on the CHF, where the CHF gradually increases in Octane, PAO, and
Hexadecane with longer C-C chains. However, more systematical study is still
needed to fully understand the dominating factors inside the different oil based
nanoemulsion fluids.
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Chapter 7: Bubble Visualization and Modeling

Introduction to bubble visualization methods
Bubble visualization is an important method to help understand the nucleation
process within a fluid of unknown properties, especially, for this new nanoemulsion
fluid. Here, a high-speed camera (LaVision) is used to visualize the bubble generation
and dynamics along the wire heater in the pool-boiling test of pure ethanol and
Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids[164].

In general, bubble growth in superheated fluids is of key interest in boiling
phenomena, and in particular, flash evaporation. Most of the large amount of research
on such bubble growth has been conducted for pure liquids; very little is, therefore,
known about bubble growth in superheated solutions with a non-volatile solute.
Amongst the small number of papers on bubble growth in superheated binary
solutions, Scriven [165, 166] has described the general approach to modeling
uniformly-heated spherically-symmetric bubble growth of both pure liquids and
binary mixtures, and has derived approximate asymptotic solutions in the heat and
mass-transfer controlled regime.

The past research shows that bubble growth in superheated liquids can be
characterized as progressing liquids in three consecutive regimes : at first, just when
the bubble has nucleated (with radius just larger than the critical), surface tension is
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dominant, impeding significant growth for a certain “delay period”. After the nucleus
grew somewhat, say doubled its diameter, inertia forces become dominant and the
bubble grows primarily due to the difference between the vapor pressure inside the
bubble (pv) and the exterior pressure (pinf). During that period bubble growth is a
linear function of time R~t. As the bubble grows further and its wall temperature
consequently drops, causing an increased temperature difference between the
surrounding liquid and the bubble wall, its growth rate becomes dominated by heat
transfer from the surrounding liquid, which causes addition of vapor to the bubble by
evaporation at the interface. During that period, the bubble growth is characterized by
R~t ½.

Mikic et al[167] have developed a simple general equation for calculating bubble
growth rates in pure liquids, starting with a bubble radius of zero, only in the inertia
and heat transfer controlled regimes, via.
2

3

3

𝑅𝑅+ = [(𝑡𝑡 + + 1)2 − (𝑡𝑡 + )2 − 1]
3

Where 𝑅𝑅 + =

𝐴𝐴+ = (

𝐴𝐴+

(𝐵𝐵+ )2

𝑅𝑅

2 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 1/2
)
3 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠

12
𝑐𝑐1 𝜌𝜌1 ∆𝑇𝑇
𝛼𝛼1 )1/2
3
ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝜌𝜌𝑣𝑣

𝐵𝐵+ = (

𝐴𝐴+ 2
) 𝑡𝑡
𝐵𝐵+

𝑡𝑡 + = (
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(7.1)

The properties of the vapor and liquid in the above equations are based on the
saturation temperature ( Ts ) of the liquid, which corresponds to the pressure (Pinf) in
the liquid from the bubble, viz
𝑝𝑝∞ = (𝑃𝑃) 𝑇𝑇

(7.2)

And the superheat ( ∆T ) is defined as

∆𝑇𝑇 = 𝑇𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠

In the development of this bubble-growth, Mikic et al have assumed that the
relationship between the vapor pressure and temperature can be expressed by the
linearzied Clasusis-Clapeyron equation, and that the vapor density is constant.
Therefore these assumptions may lead to large errors for large initial superheats when
the vapor density changes during the process significantly. They have also modified
the bubble growth equation to correct this deficiency by using a more realistic
dependence of vapor density on temperature.

Unfortunately, getting disparate departure diameter, bubble frequency, and bubble
growth correlations to intersect at a single point is near impossible. [98] For a
spherical bubble growing in an infinite superheated pool, growth is initially inertia
controlled, and bubble radius tends to increase linearly with time. Later, when bubble
growth is limited by heat transfer rates, radius tends to increase as the square root of
time [168]

For bubble growth near a heated wall, however, consider the Mikic and Rohsenow
[169] bubble growth correlation.
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Where
𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽 =

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓 ∆𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
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Figure 7.1 Bubble growth rare predicted by Mikic and Rohsenow correlation

Bubble dynamics inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
For the Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the best composition of ethanol-inPAO nanoemulsion is used here. The bubble growth process on the wire is recorded
and analyzed, the bubble diameter growth with time until departure is summarized
and compared below. Three different wire temperature are compared here: 1. Low
flux: 135.79oC with 149.42W/cm2; 2. High flux: 180.12oC with 289.75W/cm2.
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Three bubbles’ growth curves are plotted for each heat flux and shown below:
The bubble dynamics at low heat flux

low flux bubbles

bubble 1 diameter (mm)

2

1.5

y = 0.84985 * x^(0.22372) R= 0.97789
1
y = 0.81852 * x^(0.2348) R= 0.99595
y = 0.81023 * x^(0.24902) R= 0.99185
0.5

bubble 1 diameter (mm)
bubble 2 diameter (mm)
bubble 3 diameter (mm)

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

time (s)
Fig. 7.2 Bubble dynamics with time in ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids

A growth curve was obtained by measuring the diameter of an individual bubble from
incipience through sliding. All the bubble growth data reported in this work lie in the
diffusion controlled regime; the inertial controlled regime lasts for a very short period
and is shorter than the time period between successive frames obtained with high
speed imaging. The experimental growth rates may be approximated by a power law
curve fit:
d ( t ) = Kt n

(7.4)

Where d(t) is the diameter of the bubble, t denotes time, K and n are empirical
constants. Because of the stochastic nature of the flow and thermal variations, a set of
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three growth curves were measured at various points on the wire heater, and the
constants K and n were averaged to estimate the mean growth curve at this condition.
From the table it is observed that the growth data fit a power law ranging from about
t1/4 to t 1/5 which is very different from previous experiment results.
Table 7.1: High speed camera pictures of bubble dynamics

1

2

5

4

3

6

So here in the Table 7.1 above shows the bubble dynamics inside the ethanol-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids with time under low heat flux. From the top left corner to the
right corner, several bubbles start to form on the right side of the wire and they
gradually grow in size, continuously moving to the left. In picture.4, the new grown
bubble takes the main section of the wire heater and grows to be of a uniform size.
From picture. 5 to 6, they keep growing in size and moving to the left and eventually,
reach critical size and leave the wire together after picture. 6.
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The bubble dynamics at high heat flux
high flux

bubble 1 diameter (mm)
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Figure 7.3 Bubble dynamics with time in ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids

A growth curve was obtained by measuring the diameter of an individual bubble from
incipience through sliding. All the bubble growth data reported in this work lie in the
diffusion controlled regime; the inertial controlled regime lasts for a very short period
and is shorter than the time period between successive frames obtained with high
speed imaging. From the table it is observed that the growth data fit a power law
ranging from about t

1/3

to t ¼, which is very different from previous experiment

results.
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Table 7.2: High speed camera pictures of bubble dynamics

1

2

3

4

5

6

Bubble dynamics inside Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
The bubble dynamics at low heat flux
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Figure 7.4 Bubble dynamics with time in pure ethanol
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0.35

A growth curve was obtained by measuring the diameter of an individual bubble from
incipience through sliding. All the bubble growth data reported in this work lie in the
diffusion controlled regime; the inertial controlled regime lasts for a very short period
and is shorter than the time period between successive frames obtained with high
speed imaging. The dependence of bubble size is less apparent here partially due to
the much smaller departure droplet size and much shorter bubble time on wire/faster
bubble departure frequency.

Table 7.3: High speed camera pictures of bubble dynamics inside ethanol

It is shown more apparently here that the inner droplet size of pure ethanol is much
smaller and bubble morphology on wire heater is quite different from Ethanol-inPAO nanoemulsion fluids, which is partially due to the much smaller viscosity inside
and the interaction between the ethanol vapor and outer base fluid. A similar
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phenomenon is also observed in other ethanol fluids and other PAO based
nanoemulsion fluids.
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Chapter 8: FC72 and FC40 binary mixture

Introduction
Fluorocarbon (FC) fluids has been extensively studied as a promising fluid for
electronic cooling due to its low boiling point and dielectric properties. Pool boiling
heat transfer and critical heat flux in FC based mixtures has been of interest for the
last four decades. The need for higher pool boiling CHF in electronic cooling
applications has led to the use of mixtures of dielectric fluids. Normington et al[170]
conducted

several

experiments

with

the

binary

liquid

mixtures

of

the

perfluoropolyether liquids. The most noticeable change was a dramatic decrease in
the temperature overshoot at the incipience when using mixtures compared to single,
pure liquids. The boiling curve shifted towards the right with increasing
concentrations of the higher boiling point liquid and the CHF was observed to
increase as much as 60%, with increasing subcooling (50K). He also investigated the
application of dielectric binary mixtures in electronic cooling with PPGA packages.
Two perfluoropolyether liquids were mixed in different volumetric fractions. The
observed deterioration in the heat transfer coefficient was similar to the hydrocarbon
mixtures. He did not observe a shift in the boiling curve, although two components
had saturation temperatures of 81oC and 110oC, respectively, and CHF values were
enhanced when the concentration of the higher boiling point liquid was increased.
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Recently, M. Arik and Bar-Cohen [171] have extended the available data on mixture
CHF enhancement, as well as pool boiling, on polished silicon surfaces to
FC72/FC40 mixture ratios of 10%, 15% and 20% of FC=40 by weight, a pressure
range of between 1 and 3 atm, and fluid temperature from 22 to 45oC, leading to high
subcooling conditions. It is found that peak heat flux can be increased to as high as
56.8 W/cm2 compared to 25.2W/cm2 for pure FC72 at 3atm and 22oC. It is believed
that the increase in the mixture latent heat of evaporation and surface tension,
accompanying the depletion of the lower boiling point fluid in the wall region plays
the major role in enhancing the critical heat flux for binary mixtures.
Pool Boiling of the mixture
As before, the effect of FC40 concentration on pool boiling heat transfer inside
FC72/FC40 mixture are first investigated, here the following concentrations of FC40
are added 0%, 2. 5% by weight, 10% by weight, and 20% by weight FC40 inside
FC72.
First, the pool boiling test of FC40/FC72 mixtures at different mass concentrations
are tested and shown below at room temperature (25oC):
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Figure 8.1 Pool Boiling curves for FC40/FC72 mixture at different FC40 mass concentration at 25
degree fluid temperature

It can be seen that the addition of FC40, which has a higher ONT, shifts the boiling
curve of the mixture to the right, which gives a higher superheat temperature needed
for nucleation and a lower nucleate heat transfer coefficient at the same heater
temperature. Another interesting thing here is that the CHF first decreased with
higher FC40 loading and gradually increased with higher FC40 loading.
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Flow Boiling of the mixture
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Figure 8.2 Flow Boiling curves for FC40/FC72 mixture at different FC40 mass concentration at 25
degree fluid temperature

It can be seen here that the addition of FC40 shifts the boiling curve of the mixture to
the right especially after the nucleation starts, which gives a lower nucleate heat
transfer coefficient while the ONT is not affected due to the flow motion around the
wire heater. Another interesting thing here is that the CHF doesn’t vary much with
higher FC40 loading which is quite different from the pool boiling results.
Subcooling effect on the mixture

Also, the effect of subcooling is tested, and their effect on pool boiling of 10%
FC40/FC72 mixture is tested under three fluid temperature 0, 25 and 40 degrees:
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Figure 8.3 Pool Boiling curves for FC40/FC72 mixture at 10% FC40 mass concentration at different
fluid temperatures

It can be seen that for 10% mass fraction of FC40/FC72 mixture, the subcooling has a
similar effect on the nucleation boiling curves: the boiling curves shift to the right
with a low subcooling degree which gives a lower CHF with lower subcooling
degree while the ONTs are not affect much. It also agrees well with others findings.

Similarly, the subcooling effect on the flow boiling heat transfer inside
10%FC40/FC72 mixture is also compared as below:
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Figure 8.4 Pool Boiling curves for FC40/FC72 mixture at 10% FC40 mass concentration at different
fluid temperatures

It can also be seen here that, very similar to the trend observed in pool boiling under
different subcooling conditions, here the flow boiling curves shifts to the right with
the decreasing of subcooling degree and the boiling curves are parallel to each other.
The flow motion seems to have a stronger influence on the CHF so the CHF
fluctuates with different subcooling temperature.
Flow speed effect on the mixture
Previously, we have tested the pool boiling heat transfer properties of FC40/FC72
mixtures at different FC40 concentrations and subcooling degrees, and the results
agree well with others studies. Now, we are focusing on the study of the flow motion
inside the FC40/FC72 mixture. To make the comparison more consistent, all the
FC40/FC72 mixtures tested here are kept at room temperature with flow speed
varying from 700ml/min to 1000ml/min, and their results are summarized as follow:
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Figure 8.5 Pool Boiling curves for pure FC72 mixture at different flow speeds
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Figure 8.6 Pool Boiling curves for 5% FC40/FC72 mixture at different flow speeds
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Figure 8.7 Pool Boiling curves for 10% FC40/FC72 mixture at different fluid temperatures

So, the Figure 8.5 to 8.7 as shown above, are the pool boiling curves of FC40 loading
inside FC72 with 0%, 5% and 10% FC40 inside under different flow speeds. It can be
seen that the addition of FC40 has a negligible effect on flow boiling heat transfer and
the CHFs.
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Chapter 9: Numerical modeling of thermal transport in
nanoemulsion fluids

Introduction
First, the thermal transport properties, including the thermal conductivity and
viscosity are theoretically modeled to give an in-depth understanding of the properties
of the nanoemulsion fluids. Since investigation of the transport properties of colloidal
systems had been carried out since Maxwell’s pioneer work and for the simplicity of
the modeling process, the nanoemulsion fluids are assumed to be composed of a
continuous phase, that is, the base heat transfer fluid, and one or more discontinuous
phases, that is, dispersed liquid nanodroplets. It can be predicted that the properties of
nanoemulsion fluids will depend on the intrinsic properties of the base fluids and
nanodroplets. In addition, the details of the microstructures of nanoemulsion fluids,
including the geometry, the dimensions, the volumetric fraction, the distribution and
motion of nanodroplets, the properties of the interfaces between base fluids and
nanodroplets, etc.
Thermal conductivity modeling
Effective Medium Theory

Ever since the development of nanofluids, the effective medium theory which
includes a wide variety of functions only calculate the thermal conductivity
enhancement based on the base fluids and the added nanoparticles and the volumetric
fraction of the particle count, without taking into consideration of the size, geometry,
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and the distribution and motion of dispersed particles. Similarly, this method can be
used to quickly estimate the thermal conductivity of the nanoemulsion fluids we
prepared here.

The Maxwell method was first brought forth by Maxwell to investigate the thermal
conductivity of liquid suspensions analytically by considering a very dilute
suspension containing spherical particles and ignoring the interactions among
particles. Later his model was adopted and modified by Hamilton and Crosser (HC
model) after taking into consideration the particle geometry; their model has been
used for the description of the thermal conductivity enhancement of a dilute
suspension of spherical/non-spherical particles in a liquid or solid.
 κ p + 2κ 0 + 2(κ p − κ 0 )ϕ 

 κ p + 2κ 0 − (κ p − κ 0 )ϕ 

κ eff / κ 0 = 

(9.1)

Based on this equation, the effective thermal conductivity of nanoemulsion fluids,
𝐾𝐾𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 thus, depends only on thermal conductivity of matrices/base fluids, thermal
conductivity of dispersed nanodroplets, and the volumetric fraction of nanodroplets.

In addition to the shape factor, the interfaces between two materials, i.e., liquid base
fluids and solid particles acts as a thermal barrier to the heat flow because of the poor
chemical bonding between atoms and/or molecules at the interfaces, and the
difference in thermal expansion properties of the different materials. It usually can be
neglected for macroscopic objects; however, this is not the case for particles with
reduced size. It is therefore important that the interfacial resistance, or Kapitza
resistance, Rk, should be included in the calculations in order to more accurately
predict the temperature distribution, heat flux, and the thermal conductivity of the
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liquid suspensions. Interfacial resistance Rk arises from the differences in phonon
spectra of the two materials, and subsequently, from the scattering of the phonons at
the interfaces. Hasselman and Johnson [170]modified Maxwell’s model in order to
include a term of the interfacial thermal resistance. The resulting theoretical
prediction for the effective thermal conductivity enhancement of the particle-in-liquid
colloidal suspensions is given by,
K EMT =

K droplet (1 + 2Γ ) + 5 K fluid + 2[ K droplet (1 − Γ ) − K fluid ]φ
K droplet (1 + 2Γ ) + 5 K fluid − [ K droplet (1 − Γ ) − K fluid ]φ

K fluid

(9.2)

Or in another form:
 (κ
+ 2κ fluid )r + 2κ dropletκ fluid / G + 2κ fluid r + 2 f ((κ droplet − κ fluid )r − 2κ dropletκ fluid / G ) 
κ EMT / κ fluid =  droplet

 (κ droplet + 2κ fluid )r + 2κ dropletκ fluid / G + 2κ fluid r − f ((κ droplet − κ fluid )r − 2κ dropletκ fluid / G ) 
(9.3)

In this equation, Γ =

1

𝐺𝐺

= 2𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝐾𝐾𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 /𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , r is the radius for the dispersed

droplet, G is the interfacial thermal conductivity, 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is the average nanodroplets

diameter, 𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the interfacial thermal resistance. In the absence of thermal

interfacial resistance (𝑅𝑅𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 0), the above equation reduces to Maxwell’s model.

So here, the Hasselman and Johnson(HJ) model has been used to describe the thermal
conductivity enhancement in the water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. The diameter of
water nanodroplets is 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≅ 10 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛; the thermal conductivity of water is 0.58

W/m.K; the thermal conductivity of PAO is measured by 0.171 W/m.K, i.e., at 25 oC
The interfacial thermal conductance, G = 600 MW/m2.K and G = 6GW/m2.K is used
in the calculations and the modeling result have been shown in Figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1 Thermal conductivity and numerical simulation data for Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids

As there is no reported G value for this system, the G value is deducted by fitting the
curve with experimental data. A minimum of 30MW/m2K for G is needed to make
sure the thermal conductivity is increasing with higher ethanol concentration. If the G
is increased to 6GW/m2K, it is pretty close to the trend of experimental results and
also close to classic Maxwell predictions. The radius variation effect on the thermal
conductivity is also verified for both G value and the radius have a minor effect on
the thermal conductivity, which will be even weak if the G value is high. So, classic
Maxwell equation is able to give good prediction for the correlation of thermal
conductivity and water concentration, but still underestimate the absolute value of the
nanoemulsion system.

Similarly, the HJ EMT model has been used to describe the thermal conductivity
enhancement in the Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. The diameter of water
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nanodroplets is 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ≅ 0.9 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 ; the thermal conductivity of ethanol is 0.171

W/m.K; the thermal conductivity of PAO is measured by 0.143 W/m.K, i.e., at 25 oC
The interfacial thermal conductance, G = 600 MW/m2.K and G = 6GW/m2.K is used
in the calculations and the modeling result have been shown in Figure 9.2.
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Figure 9.2 Relative thermal conductivity and numerical modeling for Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion
fluids

Similarly, the increase of G makes the predicted thermal conductivity value closer to
the trend of experimental results. The radius variation effect on the thermal
conductivity is also verified that both G value and the radius have a minor effect on
the thermal conductivity which will be even weak if the G value is high. Both classic
Maxwell equation and HJ EMT models are able to give good prediction for the
correlation of thermal conductivity and ethanol concentration, but still underestimate
the absolute value of the nanoemulsion system. The larger-than-predicted
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conductivity enhancement indicates that there are other mechanisms that contribute to
the thermal conductivity enhancement in nanoemulsion fluids.

Brownian motion of Nanodroplets
Based on the previous EMT modeling, it can be seen that the EMT model can’t
explain the enhancement inside the nanoemulsion fluids that well. So other
mechanisms are investigated here.

Back in 2000s, in order to explain the anomalous enhancement in thermal
conductivity of nanofluids, Keblinski [172] proposed four possible mechanisms: (1)
Brownian Motion of nanoparticles; (2) liquid layering at liquid/particle interface; (3)
ballistic nature of heat transport in nanoparticles; (4) nanoparticle clustering in
nanofluids. It is believed that micro-convection induced by the Brownian motion of
nanoparticles may be one of the main reasons responsible for the increase of
nanofluid thermal conductivity. When a particle is immersed in a fluid, it moves
randomly due to the interaction between the particle and its surrounding fluid
molecules, this random motion is called “Brownian motion”. The Brownian motion
of large particles is negligibly small and it is not considered in the traditional
particulate flow. However, when the size of particle is as small as nanoparticles, the
Brownian motion becomes significant. It has been reported that the thermal
conductivity enhancement in nanofluids increase substantially with increasing
temperature and decreasing particle size, which indicates the contribution of
Brownian motion to the thermal conduction in nanofluids.
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Conventional EMT models on thermal conductivity of nanofluids are based on an
assumption that the heat transports in each phase and between phases are only
governed by the diffusion. These models successfully explain the effective thermal
conductivity of liquid suspensions containing millimeter or even micrometer sized
solid particles. The higher-than-predicted, temperature and size dependent thermal
conductivity of nanoemulsion fluids needs discovery of new thermal transport
mechanisms of nanoemulsion fluids. Nanoemulsion fluids are homogeneous and are
well dispersed systems. Due to the small size of nanodroplets in nanoemulsion fluids,
additional energy transport may arise from the Brownian motions induced by
stochastic and inter-particle interacting forces. It is already known that the velocity of
nanoparticles is inversely proportional to the square of the particle diameter, and with
reducing particle size, the drift velocity of nanoparticles increases rapidly.

In order to take that into consideration, Choi [173] introduced a completely new idea
that the Brownian motion of nanoparticles would produce a convection-like effect at
nanoscale in nanofluids. The contribution of micro-convection to the thermal
conductivity of nanofluids is estimated as
K conv ∝ C

d mol , f
dp

K f Red2 fluid Prφ

(9.4)

In this equation, C is proportional constant, 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 is the diameter of the base fluid
molecule, and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the Reynolds number defined by,
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 =

𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
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In which 𝑈𝑈𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and 𝜇𝜇𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 are the random motion velocity of nanodroplets and
dynamic viscosity of the base fluid. µdroplet has been defined as :

µdroplet =

2 K BT
2
πµ fluid d droplet

Translational diffusivity, 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 is given in the Stokes equation
𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 =

𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵 𝑇𝑇
3𝜋𝜋𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Where 𝐾𝐾𝐵𝐵 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝜇𝜇𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is the viscosity of the base fluid and T is

the temperature.

The advantage of this advanced model is that both the temperature's and the size's
dependence on thermal conductivity enhancement have been taken into consideration,
and the predictions made by this model are in excellent agreement with the
experimental data. Conventional EMT models fail to explain these dependences, and
the reason lies in that in those models, nanoparticles are considered to be motionless,
which holds only for large particles. The new dynamic model, by including the
micro-convection mechanism due to the Brownian motion of nanoparticles, not only
explains the particle loading and the temperature dependence, but also successfully
explains the strong particle size dependence for the first time. This model has shown
that the localized micro-convection caused by Brownian motion of nanoparticles
plays a key role in enhanced thermal conductivity of nanofluids.

The thermal conductivity enhancement in water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are then
described by using the dynamic model, starting from the HJ model (and taking into
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consideration of the contribution of the Brownian motion effects of water
nanodroplets. The length of C-C bond is about 154 pm, and so, the diameter of PAO
molecules is estimated as ~ 0.7 nm. Base on this molecular diameter, the mean free
path of PAO molecules can be estimated
𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑓𝑓 =

1

(9.5)

2 𝑛𝑛
√2𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

Where n is the density of PAO molecules, which can be estimated as n=2

The enhancement of thermal conductivity in nanoemulsion fluids then comes from
two contributions: static thermal conduction and thermal convection caused by
Brownian motion of nanoparticles, as shown in the following equation,
K EMT

K droplet (1 + 2Γ ) + 2 K fluid + 2[ K droplet (1 − Γ ) − K fluid ]φ
K droplet (1 + 2Γ ) + 2 K fluid − [ K droplet (1 − Γ ) − K fluid ]φ

K fluid + C

d mol , f
dp

( K Re )
2

f

d fluid

2

Prφ K fluid (9.6)

This model is used to describe the thermal conductivity of water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids and the results are shown in Figure 9.3.
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)
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Figure 9.3 Thermal conductivity and numerical simulation for Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
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It can be found that this model greatly overestimated the thermal conductivity
enhancement at high concentrations of water nanodroplets when the contribution of
the Brownian motion has been considered. This implied that there is no strong
Brownian motion inside the Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids even though the
water nanodroplets are at 10nm or less in diameter. Similar phenomena are also found
in Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids, which have an ethanol diameter of less than
0.9 nm. No anomalous enhancement of thermal conductivity has been found in
Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids.

Overall, the thermal conductivity of these nanoemulsion fluids can be modified via
adding suitable fluids inside, and no strong effect of Brownian motion on thermal
transport are found experimentally in those fluids, even though the nanodroplets are
extremely small. The higher thermal conductivity of added nanodroplets has a larger
impact on thermal conductivity enhancement. The classic Maxwell equation can be
used to estimate the thermal conductivity of nanoemulsion fluids and their variation
with concentration of added nanodroplets.

Heat capacity modeling
The heat capacity of nanoemulsion fluid can be enhanced through two
different mechanisms: one is due to the high specific heat of the dispersed phase; the
other is due to the latent heat of the dispersed phase changeable nanodroplets. The
latter one, i.e., use of PCMs, is much more efficient for the heat capacity
enhancement. In water in PAO nanoemulsion fluids, the fluid’s heat capacity can be
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increased by the high specific heat of water (i.e., Cwater=4.2 J/g C, CPAO=1.88 J/g C)
or the latent heat of water (∆H = 334 J/g), depending on the operating temperature
of the fluids. [174]

When water nanodroplets do not undergo solid-liquid phase change, the
specific heat of the water in PAO nanoemulsion fluids follows the simple mixture
rule:
C𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 = (1 − Φ)𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + Φ𝐶𝐶𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤

(9.7)

where Φ represents the concentration of the “water” phase. The specific heat of the
pure PAO and water in PAO nanoemulsion fluids are measured using a Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). DSC is a thermoanalytical technique that has been
widely used to measure latent heat of phase change materials[175]. In this method,
both the sample and reference are maintained at nearly the same temperature by
adjusting heat input to them. The difference in the amount of heat supplied to the
sample and the reference is recorded as a function of temperature (or time). In the
curve of heat flux versus temperature or versus time, a positive or negative peak
corresponds to exothermic or endothermic reactions in the sample, respectively.
Enthalpies of phase transitions can be calculated by integrating the peak
corresponding to a given transition,
∆H = c ∙ A

(9.8)

where A is the area of the peak and c is the calorimetric constant. In order to
determine the sample heat capacity, three measurements are usually carried out: the
sample, the baseline and a standard. The baseline is subtracted from the sample
record to obtain absolute values of the heat flow to the sample. The heat capacity can
be determined by the heat flow, the temperature rise and the sample mass.
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The specific heat of PAO and water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids is measured
using a TA-CC100 DSC.
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Figure 9.4 DSC cyclic curves of the pure PAO and PAO nanoemulsion fluids. The dispersed
water droplets remain in liquid phase during operation.

The measured and calculated heat capacities of the water in PAO
nanoemulsion fluids are shown in Figure 9.4. It can be seen that over 10% increase in
heat capacity can be achieved for a water volumetric fraction of 8%.
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Figure 9.5 DSC measured and calculated heat capacities of water-in-PAO nanoemulsions. The heat
capacities of nanoemulsions fluids are also calculated according to the rule of mixture (ROM)

Besides the observed enhancement of heat capacity via adding water into base PAO
fluid, another very interesting and useful behavior is that, during the heating and
cooling cycle, water nanodroplets undergo melting-freezing transition in the
nanoemulsion fluids. The peak at about -20 °C is the exothermic crystallization
(freezing) peak for the water nanodroplets in the fluids. These water nanodroplets
exhibit a relatively large melting-freezing hysteresis, about 20 °C. The nanodroplet
size has a strong effect on the melting-freezing process, so the shape of the freezing
peak provides information about the nanodroplet size and thus about the
nanoemulsion stability which also coincide with the inner structure change observed
in Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids[176]. The presence of a single freezing peak in
Figure 9.6 indicates that the nanoemulsion fluids are well dispersed and all water
nanodroplets are nearly monodispersed in size. The impact of phase-changeable water
nanodroplets on the fluid properties is obvious: the effective specific heat of the fluids
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can be significantly boosted. The effective specific heat can be defined as
Cnanoemulsion =
Cbase _ fluid + φ H f ,droplet / ∆T , where φ is the volume fraction of the phasechangeable nanodroplets, H f ,droplet is the latent heat of the phase-changeable
nanodroplets per unit volume, and ∆T is the temperature difference between the heat
transfer surface and the bulk fluid. In this experiment, if assuming ∆T =20 °C, the
effective volumetric specific heat can be increased by up to 70% for the
nanoemulsion fluid containing 8 vol % water nanodroplets when the water
nanodroplets undergo phase transition. The use of phase-changeable nanodroplets is
expected to provide a way to simultaneously increase the effective specific heat and
thermal conductivity of conventional heat transfer fluids.

The heat of fusion Hf of pure water is 334 J/g, an outstanding value among those of
phase change materials. The calculated Hf values of water-in-PAO nanoemulsions for
different water loading from 2 to 8 volumetric percent are 7.5 and 30 J/ml,
respectively, in agreement of the measured results shown in Figure 9.6, which are 0.3
J/ml, and 22.68 respectively. The volumetric heat capacity of water is about 4.18
J/ml.K, and is over two times the heat capacity of PAO. For a temperature increase
from -10 to 0 ℃, 1 ml PAO absorbs 37.6 joules heat. For the nanoemulsion

containing 8 vol% water nanodroplets, the melting of ice nanoparticle absorbs 30
Joules heat, which means, upon the melting of ice nanoparticles in the nanoemulsion,
the heat capacity of PAO has been increased up by about 100%. Together with the

enhancement in heat capacity caused only by the addition of water without phase
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change, totally a maximum heat capacity increase of 110% is obtained in the 8 vol.%
water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids.
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Figure 9.6 DSC cyclic curves of water-in-PAO nanoemulsions for different water
loading. Exothermal peaks are observed at -20 ℃, corresponding to the freezing of
water nanodroplets, while endothermal peaks are observed at 0 ℃, corresponding
to the melting of water nanoparticles

.
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Chapter 10: Conclusions, Major contribution and Future
Directions:

Conclusion
In this study, a novel heat transfer fluids “nanoemulsion fluids” based on PAO are
synthesized by adding conventional heat transfer fluids such as ethanol and water to
form phase-changeable nanodroplets as the dispersed phases. They can be formed via
two methods via self-assembly. The nanoemulsion fluids are transparent to natural
light and can be identified using the Tyndall effect, where the laser beam is scattered
by the nanodroplets inside. Several advanced structure characterization methods can
be used to characterize the inner structure, and among them, small angle neutron
scattering (SANS) is the main method used here. With the help of the ultra-small
neutron beam and deturation methods used in SANS measurement, the SANS can
measure the structure of concentrated colloidal system with resolutions up to 0.1nm.
Following standard protocol and using empirical correlation, the reduced SANS data
can be fitted and used to extrapolated the structure information inside the
nanoemulsion fluids. The thermal transport properties of nanoemulsion fluids,
including thermal conductivity, viscosity, and especially, phase change heat transfer
coefficient in convective environment were characterized and modeled. A reliable
3𝜔𝜔 -wire method has been established to precisely measure the effect of added
nanodroplets on the thermal conductivity of nanoemulsion fluids. Phase change

boiling heat transfer capability is also investigated using a homemade pool boiling
test loop with ultra-fine (25um DI) platinum wire as the heater. With the help of high
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speed camera, the bubble dynamics inside the nanoemulsion fluids are measured and
compared with pure base fluid.

Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are the first type of nanoemulsion heat transfer
prepared and demonstrated here. There is a very minor increase (less than 3%)
observed in thermal conductivity and up to 35% increase in viscosity. There is no
abnormal Brownian motion effect on thermal conductivity observed even though the
nanodroplets inside is only a few nanometer in size. Similarly, no abnormal viscosity
increase is observed in nanoemulsion fluids, where very strong non-linear
dependence of viscosity on nanodroplets concentration was observed. The addition of
low-boiling point ethanol greatly decreased the wire heater temperature needed for
the nucleation to happen, and the boiling heat transfer coefficient increased over 300%
compared to that of base PAO fluid. Before the boiling happened, there was very
minor increase in the free convection region that the addition of low-boiling point
ethanol has negligible effect on the heat transfer coefficient without undergoing phase
change which also agrees well with observed negligible increase in thermal
conductivity in Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids. With the advantage of a high
speed camera, the bubble dynamics inside pure ethanol and ethanol-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids was compared and the observed bubble dynamics (bubble size,
nucleation rate) were very different from each other. The reduced image data show
that the bubble generated inside nanoemulsion fluids grows at a power law ranging
from about t1/3 to t ¼, which is very different from pure ethanol. However, more
systematical study is still needed to have a better understanding about this system.
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Another group of nanoemulsion fluids investigated here is the Water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids which use water that has a much higher thermal conductivity
compared to base PAO. The added water does increase the overall thermal
conductivity, linearly, and can go up to 16% at the highest loading tested here. The
observed viscosity has a non-linear dependence with the addition of water inside,
which agree well with the observed inner structure change using the SANS method. A
similar phenomenon is also observed in boiling heat transfer process where the
boiling on the wire heater may follow two different trends, which also coincide with
the concentration changes of water. It also agrees with Mori’s study that the inner
structure of water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids depends heavily on the molar ratio of
water to surfactant which equals to the water concentration here as we fixed the
concentration of surfactant used inside.

Besides the two types of nanoemulsion fluids we developed here, conventional liquid
mixture of two fluorocarbon fluids is also studied using the same boiling test
configuration here. Similar results can be obtained for pool boiling test which agrees
well with Bar-Cohen’s data. For flow boiling test, we observed that the flow motion
actually has no improvement on the boiling heat transfer curves and it may even
decrease the critical heat flux under high flow speed which might due to the
instability of the bubble on the wire heater.

Numerical study shows that the currently available theoretical models can’t explain
all the observed thermal transport phenomena inside nanoemulsion fluids that well
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and further study of more experimental data will help to improve the accuracy of the
models via providing more supportive data.

Major Contribution
This study provides important and comprehensive information for the design, the
synthesis, and the characterization and modeling of nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids,
which have been regarded as a potential novel heat transfer fluid with improved
thermal transport properties. The major contributions and accomplishments of this
research are as follows:
1.

Two innovative heat transfer fluids with greatly enhanced heat

transfer properties are developed here: Water-in-PAO and Ethanol-inPAO nanoemulsion heat transfer fluids were successfully synthesized
with the presence of appropriate amphiphilic surfactants; the asprepared Water-in-PAO and Ethanol-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are
thermodynamically stable. The diameter of ethanol nanodroplets is
less than 2 nm, while the shape of water nanodroplets changes from
spherical to elongated cylinder of less than 10 nm.

2.

A four-wire pool boiling testing loop with controlled

subcooling temperature is established and used to characterize the
phase change heat transfer characteristics in nanoemulsion heat
transfer fluids. A clear observation window allows the direct
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visualization of the nucleation process and is used for bubble dynamics
study with high speed camera

3.

Small Angle Neutron scattering method is used for the inner

structure characterization of the nanoemulsion fluids prepared. The
small angle neutron scattering method is able to measure complex
colloidal system with sub nanometer resolution and does not need
dilution of sample. It can also use deuteration methods to enhance the
contrast and measure the size of the marked part only. A three-region
G-P model is used to characterize the inner structure of water-in-PAO
nanoemulsion fluids and explain the observed inner structure change.

4.

Phase Changeable Ethanol-in-PAO nanofluids are synthesized

and characterized. There is no abnormal Brownian motion effect on
the enhancement of thermal conductivity even though the ethanol
nanodroplet is at nanometer size. Meanwhile, a negligible thermal
conductivity enhancement while a relatively large viscosity increase
are observed which also appears to be of a nonlinear dependence with
the increasing volume fraction of ethanol.

However, an over 300% enhancement of heat transfer coefficient after
the incipience of nucleate pool boiling has been observed.
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Furthermore, the low boiling point ethanol nanodroplets can greatly
lower the heater temperature during nucleate boiling.

5.

Phase Changeable Water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids are

synthesized and tested here. A 16% increase in thermal conductivity is
observed with about 30% increase in viscosity at highest water
concentration tested here. Similarly, the addition of water also greatly
enhances the effective specific heat by upto 110% and an elevated heat
transfer coefficient upto 330% while lowering the heater temperature
during pool boiling. These nanoemulsion fluids give a very promising
way of simultaneously enhancing thermal conductivity, specific heat
and nucleation heat transfer coefficient could show a bright direction
for thermal fluid studies.

6.

A mixture of two fluorocarbon fluids: FC72 and FC40 is also

investigated here, and their pool and flow boiling heat transfer
properties are characterized. Similar increase in pool boiling heat
transfer is observed here as in Bar-Cohen’s study while the flow
boiling test shows non-obvious enhancement in heat transfer
coefficient while the critical heat flux decreased.
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Future Directions
The objective of the nanoemulsion fluids research is to provide
possible solution to the emerging heat transfer demands in industry
and military applications. We have successfully developed several new
heat transfer fluids with greatly enhanced heat transfer capability,
obtain comprehensive experimental data and appropriate theoretical
models to help understand the nanostructures formed inside and their
effect on the heat transfer enhancement, and then these data and
models can be used to guide the production of nanoemulsion fluids for
different applications, that is, if requirements of nanoemulsion fluids
for different applications are proposed, a specific nanoemulsion fluid
can be designed to meet such requirements by dispersing particles with
specific properties, size and geometry, choosing suitable base fluids,
using appropriate additive fluids and forming idealized nanostructure
inside.

The exciting results are just demonstrating the potential applications of
nanoemulsion fluids in advanced thermal management systems. Both
pool and flow boiling experiments have shown encouraging results
with greatly enhanced heat transfer coefficient and a lower heater
temperature. Although the usage of nanoemulsion fluids in a wide
variety of thermal management applications has a brilliant future, the
main blockade that hindering the development of nanoemulsion
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research
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understanding of all the mechanisms which are responsible for the
observed change of properties is unclear yet. However, there are still
several important clues indicating the mechanisms of heat transfer in
nanoemulsion fluids, which can include the following based on my
limited study:
1. The properties of the dispersed nanodroplets seem to be important.
Simply based on the mixing rule, the added nanodroplets with a better
thermophysical properties can eventually enhance the overall
thermophysical properties of the nanoemulsion fluids which has also
been confirmed by our experimental observation.

Meanwhile, thermal transport in nanoemulsion fluids involves the heat
transfer during the phase change of added nanodroplets, in the vicinity
of the nanodroplets, formed bubbles and base fluid interfaces, so the
added nanodroplets with different phase change properties will affect
the phase change process of themselves and the heat transfer rate
between themselves and base fluids. The added nanodroplets of lower
boiling point will initiate the nucleation process and movement of the
bubbles will dramatically change the overall heat transfer process and
enhance the heat transfer there forth. However, based on the data and
understanding currently available, the direct correlation between the
thermophyaical and phase change properties of nanodroplets and
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formed nanoemulsion fluids is not fully understood yet, plus that there
is a third component added inside. Thus it is difficult in the
nanoemulsion research to uncouple the effect of particle size on heat
transfer from other factors.

2. Size of dispersed nanodroplets seem to be important. With reducing
nanodroplets size, the dispersion behavior improves and the surfaceto-volume ratio increases.

Similar to the effect of different nanodroplets added inside, the
increased surface area will affect the heat transfer rate between
nanodroplets and fluids. However, the understanding of the size of
nanodroplets and its effect on thermophyical and phase change heat
transfer capabilities is very limited, and current available data is
obtained over a rather narrow range of sizes. A challenge is to start a
systematic study of a series of nanoemulsion fluids and pin-point the
effect of the size of the dispersed nanodroplets.

3. Bubble dynamics and interface during phase change process is
unclear. The bubble initiation on heater surface is affected by many
factors which includes the different compositions of nanoemulsion
fluids, heater materials and surface structure etc. After the generation
of bubbles on heater surface, the dynamics of bubble on heater surface
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is a complex process and currently available high speed camera data
can’t give quantitatively explanation. On the other hand, classic
theories and correlations can’t explain the process observed here.

4. Other effects during boiling test such as heating surface and
pressure are not investigated here and it may affect the heat transfer
greatly. A better understanding of the nucleation process and
dominating factors during that process can be achieved after a
systematic study of the boiling heat transfer under different testing
conditions such as different heating element with different surface
conditions, different pressure and subcooling temperature etc. The
better understanding of the effect different test conditions, the better
we can utilize these novel heat transfer fluids in different systems, and
even to redesign the system to future enhance the heat transfer
capacity.

5. The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity enhancement
may be exploited. Quite a few studies have reported that the thermal
conductivity enhancement of nanofluids show a strong temperature
dependence. This temperature effect not only provides a clue that the
nanodroplets motion in nanoemulsion fluids may play an important
role, but also indicates that nanoemulsion fluids are suitable to be used
as a type of advanced coolants at elevated temperatures.
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6. Phase change nanodroplets are useful to simultaneously improve the
thermal conductivity and heat storage capacity of nanoemulsion fluids
and further increase the heat transfer efficiency. Two phase-change
nanoemulsion fluids have been developed and characterized in this
research which gives very promising results. Other combinations of
phase change nanoparticles and base fluids are going to be explored.
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Appendices

Small Angle Neutron Scattering Measurement and Data Reduction:
Introduction: Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) probes structure in materials
on the nanometer (10-9 m) to micrometer (10-6 m) scale. Structure on
this length scale is critical to the performance of advanced engineering
materials. For example, the toughness of high impact plastics depends
on the admixture of stiff and flexible segments of polymer molecules
on the nano-to-micro scale.

Nanometer/micrometer structure is also crucial to biological processes
in cells, to the storage of information on magnetic disks, to the
hardness of steels and superalloys, to the conduction of current in
superconductors, and many other materials properties.
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In SANS, the neutron wavelength, λ , and scattering angle, θ ,
determine the length scale probed through the relationship

Through the use of cold (i.e. long wavelength) neutrons and tight beam
collimation, the SANS instruments at the NCNR are able to probe
structure on a length scale, d, ranging from 1 nm to nearly 10,000 nm.

Equipment: NG3 30m SANS
Table A-1: NG3 specification and properties
0.015 nm-1 to 6.0 nm-1
1 nm to 500 nm
Neutron Guide (NG-3), cross-section: 60 mm x 60
Source
mm
Mechanical velocity selector with variable speed
Monochromator
and pitch
Wavelength
5.0 Å to 20.0 Å
Range
Wavelength
10% to 30% Δλ/λ (FWHM)
Resolution
Source-to4 m to 16 m in 1.5m steps via insertion of guide
Sample
sections
Distance
Collimation
Circular pinhole collimation
Sample Size
0 mm to 25 mm diameter
Sample-toDetector
1.3 m to 13.1 m continuously variable
Distance
640 mm x 640 mm 3He position-sensitive
Detector
proportional counter with a 5.08 mm x 5.08 mm
resolution
Q-Range

Size Regime
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SANS Data Reduction and Curve Fit Protocol:

The SANS data obtained using NG3 30m beamline is reduced using
standard protocol listed on NCNR NIST website and followed the
SANS data reduction help file (V5.2). The detailed procedure is listed
as below:
1.

The SANS Data Reduction using IGOR Pro is an

implementation of the VAX data reduction procedures in an easier to
use, graphical interface. It is designed to work on Macintosh or PC, and
works directly on raw binary data files as collected on the VAX or
through ICE. The procedures and software that are available for
displaying and processing 2D SANS data (subtracting background,
converting to an absolute scale, averaging, etc.) to produce reduced 1D
or 2D data in intensity versus wavenumber (I vs. Q) form are described
in the following sections.

The raw, 2D (128 rows x 128 columns) data collected at the
instruments resides in SANS user accounts in the form of individually
named binary files. The format of the data file names is:
XXXXXNNN.SAn_INI_AMMM
where XXXXX is a 5-character sample prefix, NNN is an automatically
incremented 3-digit run number, and SAn denotes the SANS instrument
where the data was collected (n=1 for the NG1 SANS instrument, n=3
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for NG3, and n=2 for NG7 SANS). INI denotes the user's initials, and
AMMM is a 4-digit alphanumeric run identifier for archiving purposes.
Raw data files are stored on a main server and are protected from
deletion. During your SANS experiment, as each data file is collected,
the raw data files are mirrored to a central server, "Charlotte". If your
SANS account is NG3SANS41, your data will be located in the
"NG3SANS41" folder on Charlotte.
Charlotte is visible to Macs through Appleshare (connect as a guest),
and to Windows through the Network Neighborhood (NCNR group,
Map the "SANS Data" folder as a network drive). This central server
allows you to (within the building) work directly with the data on
Charlotte. The data on the main server remains untouched, as a backup.
You can see and reduce the data while at the instrument, in the
computer room, or in the user offices. Once your experiment is finished,
all of your data – raw data files, averaged data, IGOR Demo version (if
needed), SANS Reduction Macros... can be copied from Charlotte onto
a USB drive or CD and carried home (a typical SANS session will
produce between 2-6 MB of raw data).

The 128x128 data values in the raw data files are never altered; only the
file
header, which contains parameters such as the beam center coordinates,
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transmission, detector distance, etc. can be modified (using a Patch
operation). For analysis, the data are loaded into a working folder
"EXT", where EXT is a 3-letter mnemonic of the data "type" that
represents the logical function of the data in the reduction sequence or
the result of a processing step. For example, SAM, EMP, and BGD
represent sample data, empty cell data, and background data,
respectively. The data type COR identifies the results of combining the
SAM, EMP, and BGD data to produce sample data that has been
corrected for background and empty cell scattering. The data in work
folders are processed by invoking a protocol that performs a sequence
of specific operations, in some cases writing the result to a different
work folder, overwriting the previous contents. Ultimately, the
corrected data is saved to
disk in the desired format in an "averaging" step. Typically the 2D data
is circularly averaged to produce 1D (I vs. Q) ASCII data files. These
1D data files contain instrumental resolution information in addition to
the intensity data. The "averaging" step can be configured to save a
variety of 1D formats, including 2D ASCII files or PNG graphics
images.

2.

Initial correction

As data is loaded for use as SAM, EMP or BGD data types, each
dataset is normalized to a fixed number of incident neutrons
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(corresponding to a monitor count of 108 counts) to facilitate
comparisons between data sets. Sample data is corrected for
background and empty cell scattering according to the algorithm:
COR = (SAM - BGD) - [Tsam/Temp](EMP - BGD)
where Tsam is the transmission of the sample and Temp is that of the
empty cell. Note that Tsam and Temp are taken with respect to the
empty beam. Thus, if no cell is used (i.e., empty beam condition),
Temp = 1.0. The results of this operation are stored in another work
folder, COR.

3.

Detector Efficiency Corrections

An important step in the data reduction process involves correcting for
the detector response. A data set can be corrected for non-uniformities
in the detector efficiency by dividing the data, pixel-by-pixel, by the
measured scattering from an isotropic scatterer such as plexiglass or
water. Plexiglass runs are measured periodically by the instrument
scientists for this purpose and saved as PLEX_DDMMMYY_NGn.DIV
files which indicate the date the measurement was made (DDMMMYY)
and the instrument used (NGn). These files are stored on Charlotte in a
folder named NGn_FILES. The DIV file for the current cycle should be
copied to your directory before reducing your data. Subsequently the
corrected data, COR, is divided, pixel-by-pixel, by the contents of DIV.
This calibrated result is written to a separate work folder, CAL.
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4.

Masking the dataset

The last step before averaging the data to reduce it to I vs Q form is to
mask the dataset. This operation has the effect of marking, or masking,
specific pixels in the 2D data field that are to be ignored in the
subsequent averaging process.

5.

Averaging the dataset

b

6.
List the Data Files
All of the raw data files, detector sensitivity files, mask files, etc. must
be kept in a single folder for IGOR to access them. From the main
panel, click "Pick Path" to set the path to this folder. On a Mac, if your
data is inside "Tutorial Data", the dialog should look like this. On
Windows, the dialog will look slightly different.

Once the path is set, click "File Catalog" to create a catalog table listing
of all of the files in the selected folder. Raw SANS data files will show
descriptive header information like the label, counting times, and
thickness and transmission. The columns can be resized to see the
whole label, etc., or delete columns of information you don't want to
see. This table is also used interactively for building data reduction
protocols, and is detailed later. Clicking "File Catalog" again will
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rebuild the list of files, and should be done if files were added to the
folder or to confirm that header information was updated correctly. The
table will list all of the files in the data folder, displaying information
about raw SANS data files only. Files that are not recognized as raw
SANS data are appended to the bottom of the "Filenames" column.
Note that in the "Filenames" column, there are two important files listed
that are not raw SANS data - these are the mask and detector sensitivity
files.

7.

Calculate Transmissions

1) Open the Transmission panel by clicking " Transmission" on the
Raw Data
tab of the main panel. The following new panel will appear:

2) Click on "List Files" to build two tables - one with scattering files:
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and another with transmission files. The transmission files are
automatically separated from the scattering files based on the beamstop
location (off-center) in the header of the raw data file.

3) Find the empty beam transmission measurement in the
TransmissionFiles table. It is in the blue "T_Filenames" column. For
the tutorial, it is file SILIC002.SA3.... Click on this file to select it (just
that cell in the table). In the Transmission Panel, click "Set EMPTY
File" to set this file as the empty beam. The filename appears, as well as
the box coordinates:

4) Now make the associations between the empty beam file and each of
the
transmission measurements. Each transmission measurement for a
sample must be normalized relative to the empty beam transmission
(and should therefore be less than unity). Make the EMPty beam
association by selecting the empty beam file (in the blue column),
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copying it, and pasting the filename into the "T_EMP_Filename"
column. Transmission was only measured of two samples: the silica (2 %
by weight of colloidal silica in D2O, held in a quartz cell), and an
empty quartz cell. Note the consistent sample and transmission labels
(that you enter when you acquire data). Keep the "trans" or "scatter"
identifiers at the end of the labels - or drop them altogether. The
program already knows the difference.

5) Now make the association between the transmission measurement of
the silica (SILIC006) and the scattering file(s) for the same sample. In
this case, the silica scattering was measured twice - using two different
instrument configurations. The sample is the same, and so is the
transmission, so copy the filename of the silica transmission
(SILIC006...) from the blue "T_Filenames" column, and paste it into
the (2) proper locations in the "S_TRANS_Filenames" column in the
ScatteringFiles table

8.

Build a protocol

Click "Build Protocol" on the Data Reduction tab of the main panel.
This will present a new panel with a list of reduction steps that can be
used. Steps that are checked will be performed, steps that are not
checked will be skipped (except that you will always supply a sample
file, or be prompted for one). For this example, we will use nearly all of
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the data reduction steps, and first build a protocol to reduce data taken
at a 4 meter sample to detector configuration and use absolute scaling
from an empty beam measurement. Click "Show File Catalog" to bring
the listing of files to the top, and arrange the windows so the list and the
panel are visible.

1) Leave the sample field as "ask" so that the program will prompt us
for the sample data file(s) when they are needed. We could specify a
file to bypass the dialog, if desired.
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2) Fill in the background file by finding it in the listing (run SILIC007),
clicking to select the filename, and then clicking "Set BGD file" on the
panel.
Say "Yes" to reset the list of files. This will set this single file (the
selected text) as the background file. If several background files were
collected and it is desired to add them together, reset the list for the first
file, and then select "No" (don't reset) for additional files to add
together. These additional files will be listed in the field as well and
added together during the data reduction. The EMP (and SAM) file
fields are set in an identical fashion.

3) Fill in the EMPty cell file in the same way that the BGD file was set.
It is run SILIC008.

4)

Set

the

detector

sensitivity

(DIV)

file.

The

file

is

PLEX_2NOV2007_NG3.DIV (at the bottom of the Data File Catalog
table). Note that it is not a raw SANS data file, and is not recognized as
such by the listing. There can only be one detector sensitivity file
assigned to a protocol.

5) Set the absolute scaling parameters.
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6) Returning to the Protocol Panel, click on the "DEFAULT.MASK"
filename in the listing, which is a simple mask to exclude the edges of
the detector. Click "set MASK" to set the filename. The mask file was
created either in IGOR Pro or in SANS Image.

7) Default values for a circular average of the data (annulus width is
always one pixel) should already be in the field.

8) Once all fields are set to their correct files / parameters, click "Save
Protocol" to save these settings for later recall, using a descriptive name
for the protocol.

9.

Reduce a file

Use the protocol built previously, we can now reduce a file:. Start with
the 4-meter protocol. To make sure it's in place, click "Recall Protocol"
on the panel, and pick "sdd_4meter", or whatever you named it from
the list. Your protocol choices are updated in the panel. At this point,
you can choose the 4-meter silica scattering file from the Data File
Catalog window, and "Set SAM File", or since the protocol says "ask",
just let it prompt you with a file dialog. You could also enter a list of
run numbers. When done, click "Reduce A File" on the Protocol Panel.
Pick the scattering file from the dialog if prompted (it's run
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SILIC010...). The file will be displayed, and you will be prompted to
add another sample file, if desired:

The data reduction will proceed through the protocol, showing each
intermediate step along the way. Watch closely - if something doesn't
look right, go back and check it out after the reduction is done. If
something is grossly in error, the reduction can be aborted (cmd-. on
Macintosh, or the Abort button at the lower left in Windows. This
example will proceed smoothly, of course. The final result should look
like this, and the command window should indicate that a data file was
written, and what filename was used.

Till now, a standard data reduction procedure for SANS data obtained
using NG3 30m has been introduced and now a curve fit protocol will
be discussed using water-in-PAO nanoemulsion we prepared for
example:

The general procedure for fitting a model to your data is:
1) Load in your SANS data
2) Plot a model function
3) Visually adjust the model parameters
4) Set up the curve fitting parameters
5) Do the fit
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6) Make publication-quality graph

1.

Loading SANS Data

Upon loading the NCNR Analysis Macros, the Fit Manager and the
SANS Model Picker will open, and a SANS Models menu will appear.
To load a data set, use the "Load 1D Data" button on the Fit Manager:
Here we load “water-in-PAO” data into Igor Pro

2.

Plotting a Model Function

When the analysis macros are initially loaded, there are no model
functions available. Each model must be included individually, as
needed. For this tutorial, include the CoreShell model by selecting it in
the list, and clicking "include". The file will appear in the lower list of
files that are currently included, and the CoreShell model will appear
under the "Function" popup on the Curve Fit Setup panel (the Fit
Manager).

Model functions are plotted by selecting the appropriate function from
the popup, either resolution smeared, or unsmeared and then the "Plot
1D Function" button. These "Plot" macros will create the x and y waves
of model data, a table of adjustable parameters, and graph the model
function. Plot the CoreShellSphere function from the panel, taking the
default number of points and q-range.
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Click "continue" to accept the default ranges, and the following graph is
generated, and the coefficients for the model function are inserted in the
table.
The table of fitting coefficients appears directly below the set of popups.
Plotting a model function creates x and y values with appropriate
extensions, xwave_ext and ywave_ext. Coefficient and parameter
waves are likewise created for the table. For the Core-shell sphere
model, the extension is "css". If you're curious about the details of the
model calculation, documentation of each model is available and the
code is visible under the Windows- >Procedure Windows menu.

3.

Testing the Model

What we really want to see is how the model compares to the
experimental data. Add the model data to the experimental data by
bringing the graph of the experimental data to the front, then choosing
the "Append 1D" button on the Fit Manager. Note that you will be
appending the "active" function (whatever is currently selected in the
popup) onto the "active" window (whatever is on top).

The model data has been appended to the graph, and is in fact a poor
representation of our experimental data. Let's see how changing the
parameters affects the model. The model intensity "ywave_css" is a
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"dependent object" - that is, the wave depends on the parameter values
in the table - change any of the values, and the data in the graph is
automatically updated. For the apoferritin sample, we know that it was
prepared in deuterated water at a concentration of 1% by volume. From
the crystal structure of the protein, it is also known that the structure
resembles a hollow spherical shell of protein. So set the scale equal to
the
volume fraction, and the scattering length densities of the solvent and
the core (which is filled with solvent) to the scattering length density of
D2O. If you don't know this number, a very useful tool for calculating
scattering

length

densities

can

be

<http://www.ncnr.nist.gov/resources/sldcalc.html>,

found
along

with

at:
a

growing list of tools for planning your experiment at NIST.

4.

Setting up the Fit Parameters

You're ready to fit the core-shell model to the data now. All of the
curve fitting setup can be done from the Fit Manager Panel. First, make
sure that the data set and function are properly selected.

This will set the data set to fit (using the appropriate statistical
weighting, and resolution if fitting to a smeared model) and the
function to use, and your initial guesses for the parameters. Since we
know the values of the scale and two of the scattering length density
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inside and outside (both D2O), we want to hold these values fixed
during the fitting. Enter "1" in these rows of the "Hold_css" column of
the table. Values of "1" will be fixed at your guesses, and "0" will be
automatically adjusted during fitting.

5.

Fit Results

Click "Do 1D Fit, and the fit will be performed, updating the model as
it (quickly) converges to a solution. The best-fit parameters and one
standard deviation are reported to the command window at the bottom
of the screen, and reflected in the table. The W_sigma column at the far
ritght of the table represents one standard deviation of the fitted
parameters. ALWAYS think
about whether the returned values are physically reasonable based on
what you know about your sample. Unphysical results may indicate an
error in setting up the fit operation or indicate that the model is a poor
representation of the sample. "FitYw" is the fitted result, appended
automatically to your graph. The model ywave_css also reflects the
best-fit coefficients.

6.

Other cases

For colloidal systems which does not experience inner structure change,
their

SANS data can be fitted using one model. However, most

colloidal systems including nanoemulsion fluids here, they can undergo
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inner structure change with the change of concentration, temperature
and sanlity etc. Especially for the water-in-PAO nanoemulsion fluids
we prepared, the simple correlation length model can’t fit all the SANS
curves well for both low and high Q region. The fitting curves using
Hard Spere model is shown below:

3.6 Vol%
3.6 Vol% Hard Sphere Fit
7.8 Vol%
7.8 Vol% Hard Sphere Fit
10.3 Vol%
10.3 Vol% Hard Sphere Fit

-1

Scattering Intensity I(cm )

100

10

1

0.01

0.1
-1
Wave vector q (A )
A-1 Small Angle Neutron Scattering curves for Water in PAO
nanoemulsion fluids(Solid Symbols) and Hard Sphere Model curve
fittings (Colored Lines)

It is also clear that, for D2O/AOT/PAO microemulsion with high D2O
concentration, the hard sphere model can not accurately describe its
inner structure which shows large discrepancy especially for low q
portion. So, a new Guinier-Porod empirical model is used to fit SANS
data from spherical to as well as nonspherical objects such as rods or
platelets. Generally, the scattering intensity is given by the two
contributions in Guinier-Porod model:
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−Q 2 Rg22
G2
) for Q ≤ Q2 ,
I (Q) = S2 exp(
3 − s2
Q
−Q 2 Rg21
G1
I (Q) = S1 exp(
) for Q2 ≤ Q ≤ Q1 ,
Q
3 − s1
I (Q) =

D
FOR Q ≥ Q1
Qd

Here 3 − S 2 and 3 − S1 are the dimensionality parameters, and Rg1 and

Rg 2 are the radii of gyration for the short and overall size of the
scattering object. This generalized Guinier-Porod model can be used to
analyze SANS patterns from nonspherical objects: In general, for

S=
0 and for
scattering objects with spherical symmetry S=
2
1
cylindrical objects S 2 = 0 and S1 = 1 . For lamellae with equal width
and length, one has S 2 = 0 and S1 = 2 .

This model is fitted and compared with SANS data in Figure 8
especially to cover the Q ≤ Q1 range and the results show that the 3region G-P model fits the low q range pretty well and the measured
correlation length is changing from 121.6A to 47.4A when the D2O
volume concentration is changed from 10.3 Vol% to 7.8 Vol%. If take a
closer look at the fitting curves, the obtained “dimensionality”
parameters S 2 = 0.22 and S1 = 1.4 for 10.3 Vol% sample and

S 2 = 0.18 and S1 = 0.97 for 7.8Vol% one. So S2 ≈ 0 and S1 ≈ 1 gives a
cylinder shaped object inside under these two water volume
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concentrations. It is also noteworthy that the S 2 = 0.04 and S1 = 0.25 is
calculated for the 4.5 Vol% one which can be approximated to S 2 ≈ 0
and S1 ≈ 0 which represents a spherical object just as shown before
using Hard Sphere model fitting.

100

Scattering Intensity I (cm )

-1

7.8 Vol% 3-Region G-P Fit
7.8 Vol%
10.3 Vol% 3-region G-P Fit
10.3 Vol%
4.5 Vol% 3-Region G-P Fit
4.5 Vol%

10

1
0.01 Wave Vector q ( A -1) 0.1

A-2 Small Angle Neutron Scattering curves for Water in PAO
nanoemulsion fluids(Solid Symbols) and 3 region Guinier-Porod Model
curve fittings (Colored Lines)
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Heating Control Module Design
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MAG Gear Pump Manual
Flow pump
A model FG213 MAG gear pump is used here for the flow boiling test and its
specification is listed below:

Specification:
Operating working conditions
Nominal torque 100 mN*m @ 3500 rpm
Speed range from 300 to 5000 rpm
Direction of rotation clockwise / counterclockwise*
Max ambient temperature 40°C/104°F at the maximum torque (70°C/158°F at 70
mNm torque)
Max fluid temperature 55°C/131°F at the maximum torque (95°C/203°F at the lower
torque)
Unit protection level IP52
Relative humidity 90% or less without condense
Storage temperature - 40°C + 85°C/-104°F + 185°F
* counterclockwise available only for the version without electronic driver
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PIN FUNCTION: VERSION WITH ELECTRONIC DRIVER]
WIRE COLOR
Red
Black
Orange

SYMBOL
PWR_VCC
PWR_GND
SPEED IN

DESCRIPTION
Power supply (+24V)
Power ground (0V)
Analog input speed command 0-5V

Voltage Input
In < 0.2V
0.3V < In < 5V

Brown
Yellow

0V
TACHO OUT
(SPEED OUT)

Output (rpm)
0
300 > Out > 5000
linearity speed
vs command
+/- 5% with no load

0V speed command
DC output voltage: 0-5V
DC output source current: max. 5mA
Output square signal frequency: max. 2.7 KHz
Not connected

Green
NC
IMPORTANT NOTE:
never connect PWR GND and 0V together, otherwise the integrated elctronic board
can be seriously damaged.
* Speed [rpm] = Frequency [Hz] * 60/32

ELCTRICAL CONNECTION
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RPM VS VOLTAGE DIAGRAM
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Bubble Visualization Test
High speed camera

Specification:
Resolution
2560 x 1600
2048 x 1600
2048 x 1024
1920 x 1080
1280 x 800
1280 x 720
800 x 600
640 x 480
512 x 512
512 x 384
256 x 256
256 x 128
256 x 64
256 x 8

FPS
1,500
1,800
2,800
2,700
5,250
5,850
8,250
12,500
15,000
19,800
39,500
72,000
125,000
300,000

Short Description
The v640 provides a 4 megapixel sensor and greater than 6
gigapixel/second throughput. That means full-resolution frame rates of
over 1500 frames-per-second (fps), and 1920 x 1080 HD-resolution
frame rates of over 2700 fps.
Throughput/Speed
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Max speed at full resolution of 2560 x 1600 is 1500 fps to RAM and
200 fps to CineMag
Max speed at reduced resolution of 128 x 8 is 300,000 fps to RAM
Min frame rate of 10 fps
Sensor Specifications
CMOS sensor 2560 x 1600 pixels
10 µm pixel size
25.6 mm x 16.0 mm
8- and 12-bit depth
ISO 4000 mono, 1000 color
TE cooled
CAR in 256 x 8 increments
Fill factor: 70%
Dynamic range: 55 dB
Read out noise at 45°C (typical): 21eQE at 530nm: 57%
Full well capacity (typical): 11500eExposure
1us minimum exposure
Global electronic shutter
Extreme Dynamic Range (EDR)
Auto Exposure
Shutter Off mode for PIV
Memory
8 GB, 16 GB and 32 GB high-speed internal RAM
CineMag compatible (128 GB, 256 GB, 144 GB, 512 GB)
Record Times
3.7 seconds at maximum frame rate, maximum bit depth, largest
resolution and into maximum internal memory
Special Features
Segment memory for up to 63 cines in multi-cine mode
Continuous recording
Frame rate profile
Memory gate
Event marking
Frame timestamp
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IRIG in/out (modulated and unmodulated)
Shutter off mode for PIV exposure
1.2 µs straddle time
Burst mode
Standard internal mechanical shutter for automatic/remote Current
Session Reference (CSR)
Secondary IP address
Field-based firmware upgrade capable
Triggering
Programmable trigger location (pre/post trigger recording)
Image-Based Auto-Trigger
Trigger from software
Hardware trigger BNC
Timing & Synchronization
20 ns timing resolution
Frame synchronization to internal or external clock (FSYNC)
IRIG in/out (modulated or unmodulated)
Ready output
Strobe output
Signaling
Break-out-Box (IRIG-in, IRIG-out, NTSC/PAL Video, Trigger,
Event, Strobe, A-Sync, Pre-Trigger/Memgate, Ready, Power In,
GenLock)
Dedicated FSYNC, Trigger BNCs on camera body
Range Data input on camera body (Fischer)
Ethernet Connection
Gb Ethernet for both control and data
Camera Control
Phantom Camera Control (PCC)
Remote Control Unit (RCU), connects to Break-out-Box
Phantom Application (legacy)
SDK available
Video Out
Analog video (NTSC or PAL) available on Break-out-Box
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Component viewfinder port
Versatile Dual HD-SDI can provide 4:4:4 video (except at 60 fps),
or can be two single 4:2:2 HD-SDI ports, one for playback and one
always live
Lensing
Nikon F-mount standard
Canon EOS mount optional
PL-mount optional
C-mount optional
(lens not included)
Video Processing
Selectable auto-scaling of 2560 x 1440 to 1920 x 1080 or 1280 x
720 on video out
Brightness
Gain
Gamma
Saturation
Hue
White Balance
Color interpolation algorith
Filters
Color matrix
Image flip and rotate
Crop
Scale
Data Acquisition
National Instruments M- and X-Series DAQ modules with
integrated support in PCC
Motion Analysis
Basic measurements via Phantom Application:
Distance
Speed
Acceleration
Angles and Angular Speed
Compatible with 3rd party solutions
Supported File Formats
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Cine, Cine Compressed, Cine RAW, AVI, Multipage TIFF, MXF
PAL, MXF NTSC, QuickTime, Windows BMP, OS/2 BMP, PCX,
TGA, TIFF, LEAD, JPEG, JTIF, RAW, DNG, DPX, h.264 mp4
Power
100 - 240 VAC, 120 Watt power supply included
20 - 36 VDC battery input via Break-out-Box
Mechanical Specifications
12.25 x 5.5 x 5.0 in (L, W, H)
31.1 x 14 x 12.7 cm
Weight: 12 lbs, 5.4 Kg
Environmental Specifications
Temperature and Humidity: 0°C - 40°C @ 8% to 80% RH
Shock: 30G, half sine wave, 11 ms, 10 times all axes (without
CineMag or lens)
Vibration: 0.25G, 5-500 Hz, all axes without CineMag

Bubble Dynamics Processing Matlab code
Matlab code for bubble image processing:
clear all
%prefix =
'd:\bubbles2010\\w_060306_02p489s_y48p0_zm01p50_02\images_';
prefix = 'F:\8%M\image0';
%prefix =
'C:\bubbles2010\Calibration_060308\shadow_080306_p5_ra';
ext = '.bmp';
ext_out = 'bubbles_a.txt';
FirstIm = input('Please enter the number of the first image in pairs
(FirstIm =?): ');
go_on = 'Y';
i= 0;

while go_on == 'Y' | go_on == 'y'
i = i+1;
ii = FirstIm+(i-1)*2;
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disp('The present image number: ')
ii
filename = strcat(prefix,num2str(ii, '%03g'), ext);
%filename = strcat(prefix,num2str(ii, '%02g'), ext);
image = imread(filename, 'bmp');
BW = im2bw(255-image);
disp('Click on bubble of interest');
% imageq1 = image(1:600,1:800);
% imageq2 = image(1:600,801:1600);
% imageq3 = image(601:1200, 1:800);
% imageq4 = image(601:1200, 801:1600);
% imageq = [imageq1 imageq2; imageq3 imageq4];
xy = [];
n=0;
disp('Left mouse button picks bubbles.');
disp('Right mouse button picks last bubble.');
for qk1 = 0:1
for qk2 = 0:1
image_show = image(qk1*300+1:(qk1+1)*300,
qk2*800+1:(qk2+1)*800);
figure(1), imshow(image_show);
%imshow(image);
hold on;
but =1;
while but == 1
figure(1);
[xi, yi, but] = ginput(1);
%find bubble boundary and then calculate the center and raduis
%plot the boundaries
xc = fix(xi)+qk2*800-1;
yc = fix(yi)+qk1*600-1;
while BW(yc, xc)
yc = yc-1;
end
yc = yc+1;
boundary = bwtraceboundary(BW, [yc, xc],'N');
if (~isempty(boundary))
hold on;
boundary(:,2) = boundary(:,2)-qk2*800+1;
boundary(:,1) = boundary(:,1)-qk1*600+1;
[x0_c, y0_c, r0] = compute_circle(boundary);
x0 = x0_c+qk1*600-1;
y0 = y0_c+qk2*800-1;
r = fix(r0*1.2);
if (x0-r<2 | y0-r<2 | y0+r>1630 |x0 +r >1198)
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disp('The bubble is too close to the image edge. It is not
collected');
else
plot(boundary(:,2), boundary(:,1),'g');
draw_circ(x0_c, y0_c, r0);
aa = fitting_tanh(x0,y0,r0, image);
xc = aa(1);
yc = aa(2);
rad = aa(3);
gray = aa(4);
beta = aa(5);
n = n+1;
%
reply = input('Do you want to check the tanh function fitting?
Y/N [N]: ', 's');
%
if isempty(reply)
%
reply = 'N';
%
end
%
if reply == 'Y' | reply =='y'
%
f = plot_tanh_fitting(x0,y0, r0, image);
%
end
bubble_result(:,n) = [xc;yc;rad;gray;beta];
end
end
end
hold off;
end
end
out_filename = strcat(prefix,num2str(ii, '%03g'), ext_out);
% bubble_result = final_bubble_result(bubble_result);
bubble_result = bubble_result';
save(out_filename, 'bubble_result', '-ascii');
clear bubble_result;
% xc1 = fix(xy(2,:));
% yc1 = fix(xy(1,:));
%
% for j=1:n
%
intnsty = 255-image(yc1(j),xc1(j))
%
bound = intnsty/2.;
% end
go_on = input('Do you want to process next image? Y/N [Y]: ', 's');
if isempty(go_on)
go_on = 'Y';
end
end
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